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resources in the climb much earlier, when they have reached an alti- 
tude which appears acceptable to them for the purpose at hand. 

Moreover, if it is a truism to say that life is change, then it is 
equally clear that genuine understanding of social systems as they exist 
in the real world requires explicit and detailed analysis of their behav- 
ior in disequilibrium, the state in which we observe them every day. 
This point is especially plain to lawyers and judges, much of whose 
daily work is concerned with continually seeking, within (or in spite of) 
the bounds of codified law and stare decisis, necessarily small changes 
in established legal rules and procedures. Over time, the slow accretion 
of these marginal changes effects the evolutionary transformation of a 
central part of the neoclassical economist's exogenous "givens," the in- 
stitutional and organizational forms which constrain and direct impor- 
tant aspects of social life. 

But the past decade has seen the development of an alternative 
approach to economic analysls which, by placing the dynamic charac- 
ter of economic and social systems and the informat~onal obstacles to 
optimizing behavior within them at center stage, has made issues of 
institutional structure and evolution~endogenous to economic inquiry. 
This emerging "institutional" paradigm borrows from John R. Com- 
mons its initial focus upon the smallest observable economic phenome- 
non, the individual transaction between parties each hoping to realize 
personal gain from the e~change.~  Rejecting the neoclGsic?al assump- 
tion of strict optimizing behavior, institutional analysis instead extends 
Adam smith's less co&ing postulate of a human propensity toward 
exchange' to address the evolution of nonmarket institutional arrange- 
ments to facilitate and organize exchange when markets fail to do so. 
The institutional paradigm recognizes that combinations of well speci- 
fied human and environmental factors may inhibit the free flow of in- 
formation essential to the identification of efficient exchanges, 
frustrating market transactions which might otherwise result in mutual 
benefits to the participants. Thus, alternative institutional structures 

2 A. exccknt discusion of thi. approach to iho o r p h i o n  d economic aaivity m d  iu  
debu to earlier work in this area u found in 0. WILLIAMSON. M ~ ~ w e r a  AND k h w ~ c n ~ e s :  
ANALYSIS AND ANTITRUST IMPLICATIONS 1-56 (1975). In addition to works cited below, central 
inrighu into the relationship between idormation impRncdauS exfcrml eff- m d  alloutional 
mcch.nirma we QevcIopcd in K. ARROW. Tne Lucm OP OROANI~TlON (1974) and Arrow. The 
OrganIuIion o /E~nomic  AcIiviV: Imcs Pwlhenl lo lhe Chwce of Mnr*u Ycrnu N o w k e f  
Allocot/on, in PVs~tc  EXPPNDITURES AND POLICY ANALBW 59 (R. H s v e m  & I. Margolir &. 
1970). Rclcvurt work8 of Commona h L w U u c  1. COMMONS. I N S T I T ~ O N A L  E c o ~ o u ~ c s  (1934). 
urd I. COMMONS. L ~ O A L  FOUNDATIONS OF CAPITALISM (1924) @ercinalkr atcd ar I. COMMONS. 
LEON FOUNDATIONS]. 

3 A. SMITH. Tne W ~ L T H  OF NATIONS 13 (E. C.nna. ed. 1937)'(originally publirhed in 
1776) r v h e  division of labor1 is the nccunuy, though very slow and gradual ul~orwqucncc of a 
ccnrin propensity in human nature . . . the propcnriryto lruck. blrtu, and ucbange one thing 
for motbct'"). 
, 

hre developed within which economic ictivity can feasibly be orga 
Ihized despite the inherent limitations of human decisionmakers and t h ~  
Turther obstacles to completing efficient exchanges arising within envi 
!ronments which are constantly changing and in which essential infor 
hation is difficult or impossible to obtain. 

The Smithian postulate of a propensity toward exchange initiall! 
suggests voluntary and unregulated private contractual arrangement: 
as the most effective way of organizing efficient exchanges and ensurini 
that information sufficient to identify themapriori is made available tc 
prospective traders. "In the beginning," writes Oliver Williamson 
"there were  market^."^ This, of course, cannot be taken literally or tc 
express a necessary historical sequence of events. The observation tha 
a given set of nonmarket institutions enables the wmpletion of efficien 
exchange in environments hostile to market organization does not im- 
ply that once, long ago, an unsuccessful attempt to establish markets ir 
these environments was actually made or that this failure is a conditior: 
precedent to the evolution of alternative organizational forms. Rather. 
the postulate of exchange reflects an aspect of human behavior which 
manifests itself well beyond the narrow spectrum of environments in 
which market organization is possible. In environments which can in- 
dependently be identified as well suited to them, there is good reason tc 
believe that markets will in fact emerge and persist as a mode of or- 
ganizing individually efficient transactions. When they are feasible, 
markets enjoy a clear comparative advantage relative to alternative 
modes of organization in their ability to extract and communicate the 
deeply impacted information necessary for the completion of efficient 
transactions. They do so, moreover, largely without the need for cum- 
bersome administrative or supervisory mechanisms. But if the propen- 
sity to exchange is to express itself in trading environments which 
plainly cannot support explicit economic markets, it is clear that the 
completion of individual transactions must be organized some other 
way from the outset. In other instances, we may indeed observe a par- 
ticular exchange environment shift over time from one suitable to mar- 
ket organization to one hostile to it, and with this shift an evolutionary 
thange from market to nonmarket organization. But this need not al- 
pays be the case, and the evolution of various modes of exchange, in- 
Cluding but not limited to the market, is better seen as a process of 
jarallel development in ditTerent environments than as a sequential re- 
placement of markets by other forms. . 

The analysis of market failure is nonetheless a central element 01 
bstitutional inquiry, for the relative efficacy with which markets gather 
&id employ essential information creates a rebuttable evolutionary pre- 
sumption in their favor. As a result, any characterization of a particu- 

I 4 0. W a u u c s o ~ .  q r a  note 2, at 20. 
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ficulties they face m acquiring necessary information in various ex- 
change environments. 

The criminal process is a rich source of qualitative observation for 
economic analysis pursued from an evolutionary perspective. For ex- 
ample, one evolutionary problem posed and confronted in the criminal 
process concerns the sentencing disparities resulting from increasingly 
refined attempts to match individual punishments to the detailed par- 
ticulars of the offense and peyna l  attributes of the offender. Such "in- 
dividually specific" punishment prices present severe informational 
obstacles to the organization of efficient transactions within the crimi- 
nal process; if the costs imposed by a given offense depend upon the 
identities of the parties involved and the specific circumstances of the 
act, efficient prices generally cannot be determined until the act itself is 
completed and all relevant information becomes available to the sen- 
tencing authority. Where this is the case, however, the ability of these 
prices to serve simultaneously as "signals" to potential offenders, in- 
forming them about thebefficiency or inefficiency of contemplated but 
not yet undertaken offenses, is greatly diminished and the deterrent 
function of efficient pricing severely undermined. The intertwined 
goals of precise assessment of costs already imposed and the creation of 
incentives for efficient decisions inkthe future-which are met simulta- 
neously by market pricing in cases of homogeneous goods or entitle- 
ments--&~~ stand in direct cpnflict with one another where 
individually specific cost impositi6n is involved. This tension can be 
reduced only by sacri6cing some of the precision afforded by individu- 
alized sentencing in favor of the more effective deterrent signalling as- 
sociated with mandatory or standardized sentencing procedures. But 
in a series of recent decisions with important ramifications for all crimi- 
nal sentencing, the United States Supreme Court has invalidated 
mandatory penalty schemes and imposed upon the criminal process the 
less constraining alternative of legislatively defined standards as a 
means to implement the constitutional guarantee against cruel and un- 
usual punishments in capital cases.10 Though framed in terms of nor- 
mative considerations of due process and the proper interpretation of 
the eighth amendment, the language and rationales of these opinions 
speak with remarkable clarit tb precisely the "ewnornic" issues of in- 
formation transfer outlined : ere." 

. l o  See, eg., Woodson v. North Carolina, 428 U.S. 280 (1976); Greg v. Gwrgia 428 U.S. 153 
(1976):Fumrm v. Gwrgia, 408 U.S. 238. 256-57 (1912) (Dough& I., concurring); id. at 307-10 
(Stewart, I., concurring); id. at 31 1-13 white. J.. concurring); id. at 4MMI (Burger, C.J., dhsent- 
ing); McGaulha v. California, 402 U.S. 183 (1971). T h w  caacs and their relationship to the orge- 
nLotiod failure whicb ruulu from thia informati0n.l pmbkm arc d b d  in detail in 
Adektein. Infom~lanol Poradox. supra note 9, al 291-96. 

1 That judicially imposed mlu or procedures ostensibly grounded in fpimur or due p r o w  
may have CICPI economic signiflmce of thia kind renders ihc rh.rp ncoclauid dirtincrion k- 

7fi1 (1981) Crimihal Process 

In this light, qualitative observations of litigation outcomes and 
qrocedural rules can be seen as "positive evidence" in support of the 
evolutionary model of the criminal process in much the same way as 
tee historical development of patent and copyright structures in re- 
sponse to the widespread external effects of knowledge creation is taken 
9 positive support for the theory of public goods.lZ But even when 
viewed as complementary to the neoclassical ap roach, institutional in- 
quiry raises serious questions of scienti6c me od and epistemology. tg 
Bifferences in the phenomena treated as endogenous by the two para- 
digms make clear that their methodologies must be very different as 
well. The neoclassical reliance upon mathematical specificity and pre- 
diction in the style of the physical sci~nccs naturally directs analysis 
toward quantifiable variables and econometric methodology. For the 
institutionalist, on the other hand, the richest sources of empirical ob- 
servation include contemporary organizational mangements in vari- 
ous spheres of activity and existing con6guratiop.s of property and 
liability rules and legal procedures, along with their historical develop- 
ment over time. The essentially qualitative nature of such observations 
precludes the mathematical precision to which more traditional eco- 
nomic models aspire. Moreover, the evolutionary component of the 
institutional paradigm suggests inquiry into underlying and largely im- 
plicit processes of development rather than the deterministic prediction 
of specific outcomes within a given institutional structure or the precise 
definition of new organizational forms which might evolve in the fu- 
ture. 

These considerations offer a parallel between the institutional ap- 
proach to economic organization and the technique of "functional 
analysis" employed with varying degrees of discernment and success by 
anthropologists, sociologists, and evolutionary biologists, a methodol- 
ogy which has occasioned a lively debate among philosophers of sci- 
ence and social science. Carl Hempel, himself skeptical of the scientific 
value of functionalism, has characterized its objective in the social sci- 
ences as "understand[ing] a behavior pattern or sociocultural institu- 
tion by determining the role it plays in keeping the given system in 
working order or maintaining it as a going concern."13 Two aspects of 
the technique have been at the focus of the controversy. The first con- : k: 
!w(en "quity" and "effidsncy" considcrationr quite p b h t i c .  Thit imporunt point ir triad 

, m beater depth in notes 184-203 md accompanying text &#+a. 
b '12 Thir epistemologiul position is by no munr Iimitsd IO Uw 4 y d s  of k8.l slructuru. 

fl. ~qkuder, for example, ~ m c u r  0lwn's w i ~ y  cidlsd dimusions union., politid parties. 
i prwue group& and rimilar phenomma a, i p n i l u ~  ruponsa UI Uw inability of market or- 

tion IO induce the supply of public goods. M. OLdoN. THE LOOIC OF C O U m  AC~ON 
Su ~/JO the inquirk of 0. WILLIAMSON, DOtO 2 F, A k h h  & Deruetz, now 5 -a, 

note 5 mpu, in10 the organization of buaiucn J%UU 

43 Hempel me &glc O/hc I ionrJAdydr .  in  ASP^ OP SWminmc E ~ ~ U N A ~ O N  AND 
Orpea b ~ v s  IN me PHIUMOPY OF SCIPNP. 70.) In3 ,torn r,-l.. ,I,...-. i...:.- - r  
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which raise or lower mean temperatures by a decisive degree or two? 
To import normative significance to qurvival or persistence seems ab- 
surd. The "fit," merely winners in a gigantic game of chance, cannot be 
more worthy than the "unfit." 

The criminal process, as an evolving, nonmarket exchange struc- 
ture, bears resemblance to the biological example. In the institutional 
view, the substantive criminal law and the procedures through which it 
is enforced, taken together, comprise an organizational arrangement 
which (unlike the market) mediates the many-sided externality rela- 
tionship between individual offenders and the large, widely dispersed 
group which bears the costs of their Individual criminal liti- 
gation results from the desire of the cost bearers, represented by the 
public prosecutor, to be compensated for their costs by the imposition 
of a punishment which exacts from the oKender a psychic cost roughly 
equal to the costs associated with khe criminal act. In this sense, the 
offender "purchases" the criminal entitlement from the state, and the 
highly visible and universally recognized hardship imposed by impris- 
onment or other deprivations of personal liberty represents a form of 
restitution "in kind" to the cost bearers for the largely nonmaterial or 
moral costs they have borne. Where reliable information flows freely 
in this system, that is, where both the offender at the moment he de- 
cides to commit the offense and the sentencing authority at the moment 
the punishment is fixed are able to assess with reasonable accuracy the 
costs imposed by the offense, this arrangement in general permits effi- 
cient criminal transactions to be completed and inefficient ones to be 
effectively deterred. But where such information is unreliable or un- 
available, the price exaction mechanism fails, and some structural ad- 
aptation is required if its abilit to organize efficient exchange in this 
sphere of human activity is to i? e preserved. 

The substantive criminal law, therefore, as developed through the 
continuing interplay of legislative and judicial processes,22 speaks gen- 
erally to the costs associated with various forms of criminal activity and 
defines prices for the underlying criminal transaction. Rules of proce- 
dure, largely the product of appellate courts, take account of the eco- 
nomic and moral costs of the price exaction mechanism itself, directing 
the mechanism toward relatively less costly modes of gathering the in- 
formation necessary for these determinations and actually imposing the 
punishment price.23 In both cases, the relevant costs involve substan- 
tial moral elements, and information regarding their magnitude is in- 

21 The innimdonal mods1 of ,he American criminal process is devclopcd in grcatcr dctail in 
Adelstein, /n/ormoi;ona/ paradox. mpra note 9. at 283-89; and Adebuin, Negoirbrcd GuiI~y PIea. 
WPID note 8. at 783-807. Various aspects of il will be treaud more thoroughly here as they be 
come relevant to the prercnt dircurrion. 

22 See Adelstein, /n/ormoiionol Porodoz. mpro note 9, at 287-89. 
3 7  r . . I . , . . .  .. . r .  . I .  : n,.. .",. * ., ,O',.*"Q 

hEerently dificult to extract. Further, insofar as judicial decisionmaking 
plays a major role in  his structure, marginal changes in both law and 
procedure will result from individual litigation when the courts deem 
the particular litigation to be prototypical and indicative of a more gen- 
eral problem, thus an appropriate vehicle for modifying the exchange 
mechanism in generally applicable ways. Individual litigants, usually 
convicted appellants whose claims are often framed in terms of funda- 
mental fairness or due process, are seen within the institutional per- 

i- spective as arguing either that environmental conditions have rendered 

a the criminal process incapable of organizing efficient exchange in spe- 

k cific ways24 or that individual behavior within the price exaction mech- 
anism has led to systematic error in the evaluation of particular costs.2~ 1. In this way, uncoordinated and self-interested behavior on the part 
of aggrieved individuals (or public officials acting in their name) lies at 
the very core of the procedures through which institutional variants are 

!I 
! 

generated in the criminal process. But the potential for serious error 
pervades this generating structure. The original judgment of prototypi- 

1 cality may be in error; the specific structural alternatives urged by par- 

I:, ticular litigants, which may sharply delimit the court's range of choice, 
may be posed in terms less appropriate to the general instance of the 

i. 

i problem they represent than to the peculiar circumstances of the case at 
I '  bar. As Justice Holmes recognized long ago, hard cases often make 

bad law. Even where this original decision to decide is well taken, i however, both the litigants themselves and the judges who hear their 
claims must act within an environment of deeply impacted informa- 
tion. These informational constraints are especially severe given the 

1 central role of moral costs in the definition of both accurate punish- 
t. men1 prices and efficient procedural devices; the nonmaterial nature of 

spch costs and the inability of market values to reveal their magnitude 
makes their estimation an extremely fomidable endeavor under any 
drcumstances. Moreover, the normative p d  political significance at- 
tached to the estimation of these costs makes the criminal process espe- 
cially sensitive to errors in this respect and counsels extreme caution 
and circumspection in the evaluation of systemic outcomes. The 
strictly bounded rationality characterizing ,the complex of defendants, 
pirosecutors, trial judges, juries, and appellate courts responsible for 
structural change in the criminal process thus creates an inevitable ele- 
ment of random error within it. As a result, decisionmaking processes 

, * vjhich might be seen as "optimizing" under hypothetical conditions of 
I. 
! 

Z4 Our earlier discussion of sentencing aandardi as a respame to failure created by highly 
I individualized senuncing patterns is an example of  this phenomenon. Sec gmrroI/v Adelstein. 

/n/ormmo~io~ Porodor, rvpro nou 9, at 289-96. 
.Ye;. e.g.. the analysis of Santobetlo v. New York. 404 U.S. 257 (1971), in Adebtcin, Negoii. 

a~ed Cuil~y Pleo. rupra note 8, at 8 14- 16. Bolh these surccs of organiralionat failure are discussed 
T..-L,.r :.. "^.-I. t<.l..(<A . . r m - - - r l . : - m  r - r .  :-,-- 
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mechanism through which developing structural inadequacies are iden- 
tified and compensatory responses to.them formulated and imple- 
mented. T h ~ s  diachronic aspect of the evolutionary analysis raises 
difficult questions of teleology and the relationship between purposive 
actions of individuals within the criminal process and the adaptive and 
self-regulatory properties of the system as a whole, and I will consider 
both these and associated problems of prediction. 1 conclude in Section 
1V with a very brief discussion of the principal lesson of method to be 
drawn from the study of evolutionary biology, the necessity of compar- 
ative analysis in the study of evolving systems, and the potentially great 
value of the institutional framework as a theoretical basis for compara- 
tive work in criminal law and procedure. 

11. ECONOMIC PERSPECTIVES p~ THE CRIMINAL PROCESS 

A. Posirive and Normative A$ects of Exrerna/iy AnaQsis 

For the institutional and neoclassical economist alike, questions of 
crime and its control are but a special case of a more pervasive social 
problem, that of mediating the conflict of personal interest created by 
relationships of external cost. A useful working definition of this con- 
cept emphasizes the element of conflict inherent in it; an externality 
relationship exists when one individual or group seeks to employ re- 
sources for private advantage in such a way as to inflict injury or cost 
upon others who do not share in the benefits derived. Like all issues of 
human conflict, the resolution of externality relationships has both a 
positive (what is?) and a normative (what ought to be?) dimension. 
How much of this cost-imposing..activity is in fact tolerated by a society 
at a particular moment? How much ought to be endured? To whom 
does the society award the right to inflict such injury, or the contrary 
right to be free of it, and why? How and in what circumstances ought 
these alternative entitlements to be distributed? And by what stan- 
dards, if any, are these matters actually decided? Are these the rules 
upon which such determinations ought to be based? 

Understood either as a positive social phenomenon to be observed 
and explained or as a normative prescription for the resolution of con- 
flict created by the scarcity of resources, the notion of allocative effi- 
ciency, of making cost-imposing activity "pay its own way," offers a 
perspective on these questions at once distinctive and controversial. A 
careful discussion of the issues raised by the economist's paradigmatic 
culprit, the manufacturing firm whichapollutes the air as it produces its 
principal output, will illustrate. Consider a steel plant located in a 
densely populated area. The production of steel requires the use of a 
wide range of human and material resources, including land, labor, 
capital, organizational skill, and raw materials, which the plant gener- 
9Ilv icnrrirec hv nurchasine them in markets from others who own 

76:l (1981) Criminal Proces. 

them. If these input markets are competitive and working well, tht 
owners of the primary resources are completely compensated for theii 
contribution to the production of steel by the plant's payment to eacl 
of a price equal to the full cost of pr0duck.g the primary resource itsel 
and making it available for steel production. In this way, the stee 
plant is forced to take account of the costliness of the resources it em 
ploys in deciding how much steel to produce; the plant will purchas, 
only those primary resources which are more valuable to it for the pur 
pose of making steel than they would be to other purchasers who woult 
use them differently. Given these conditions, the market mechanisn 
allocates an efficient amount of each primary resource to the produc 
tion of steel, and the plant, facing a market for its own output whic' 
determines the value of the primary resources to it, produces and sell 
an efficient amount of steel. 

But there may be primary resources for which no markets exis 
Suppose the production of steel entails filling the air around the plar 
with thick smoke. The plant's neighbors must breathe this smokt 
which imposes a real cost upon them in the form of damage to thei 
lungs and respiratory systems and which to this extent makes the! 
good health a primary resource essential to the production of stee 
Where the law initially awards ownership of this primary resourc 
("the good health of the plant's neighbors") to those whose lungs ar 
damaged, and where free bargaining between the plant and its neigk 
bors can be relied upon to reveal accurately the relative values of,th 
resource to the parties involved, the market mechanism will efficient1 
allocate "good health" just as it did the other primary inputs to ste~ 
production. Thus, the plant might compensate those of its employe1 
who live near the plant by adjusting the wage rate to a mutually accep 
able value which accounts for the costs imposed by the smoke. But fc 
the plant's other neighbors, such "internalization" of costs through tt 
market ~nechanism may not be possible., If the number of cost beare 
is very great, and each bears a different,'individualized cost as a resu 
of breathing the smoke, the practical difficulties involved in organizi~ 
the vast number of separate market transactions required to alloca 
resources efficiently are likely to be insuperable. Without an altern. 
tive institutional structure designed to force the plant to consider tl 
full resource costs of steel production given the market's failure to c 
so, the damages suffered by the plant's neighbors, their contribution 
the production of steel, will remain "external costs." In a real senr 
the plant, while paying in full for its other primary resources, will ha, 
"stolen" the good health of its neighbors, and it will produce an ine 
ficiently large output of steel (which it sells at an inefficiently low pric 
as a result of its free use of a costly resource. 

It is especially important to note that this posing of the externali 
nroblem does not in general contemplate the unconditional deterren 
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like those to the franchise or the ownership of one's own body, univer- 
sal and inahenable?z9 

The positive problems associated with implementing the principle 
of systemically efficient allocation in cases of market failure are no less 
difficult. Even where all of the external costs imposed involve only 
physical damage to commodities which are themselves ordinarily 
traded in markets, and thus where existing market values provide a 
reasonable basis for the estimation of external effects, the practical ob- 
stacles to implementing an efficiept scheme of taxation are most formi- 
dable. The characterization ok efficient allocations requires an 
immense amount of information regarding the precise values placed 
upon various resources by many!individuals dispersed throughout the 
community, information which these individuals may or may not be 
motivated to reveal accurately. As Friedrich Hayekm has eloquently 
argued, the "marvel" of the market mode of organization is that by 
protecting the freedom to own and trade property and by decentraliz- 
ing economic decisionmaking to the greatest extent possible, the market 
provides every individual with a personal incentive to reveal this infor- 
mation truthfully and the society as a whole with a reliable means by 
which resources can be continually reallocated toward their most valu- 
able use. But when markets fail to organize individual exchange and 
the goal of systemic efficiency remains, alternative organizational 
modes which necessarily centralize allocational decisions must be re- 
lied upon instead. These alternative forms, however, are inferior to 
markets in their ability to allocate efficiently because they are less able 
to extract the requisite information in useful and timely forms. This is 
especially so in dynamic, fluid situations where the severity of the ex- 
ternalities may change from day to day with local conditions; com- 
pared to market organization, which places primary decisionmaking 
responsibility in those "at the margin" who are best able to observe and 
adjust to changing conditions, centralized allocational schemes are in- 
evitably sluggish and prone to error. Detailed cost information must be 
collected and transmitted over time and space from the place where it is 
generated initially to the decisionmaking authority, often in statistical 
form, and decisions taken centrally then communicated back to the 
point of origin for implementation, where conditions may have 
changed in the interim. The manifest potential for error in such a pro- 
cess is m a e e d  when effects are included for which corresponding 
market values are not readily available (such as those in our pollution 
example), and remagnified where enforcement is uncertain and the cor- 
rective probabilities must be estimated in addition to the external ef- 
fects themselves. 

Criminal Proces: 

In this light, it seems fair to ask whether the goal of systemic effi. 
ciency can possibly be attained in the circumstances which characterize 
externality relationships in the real world. Certainly tax prices to bc 
levied against individual cost imposers which would just internalize thc 
injuries inflicted upon others by their activities and which, taken to. 
gether, would effect an efficient level of cost imposition in the aggre- 
gate, can be specified with mathematical precision in abstrac 
environments of perfect information. But are there actual or realizablt 
institutional structures which can extract information sufficient to de. 
fine the relevant prices and organize the vast number of individua 
transactions necessary to implement these marginal conditions in prac. 
tice? Moreover, the realities of complex organizational forms of thc 
kind required to achieve efficient central planning compel serious re. 

: consideration of the teleological aspect of the model's basic analytica: 
postulate. The achievement of an efficient allocation of external effect: 
in the aggregate across a large system presupposes a "visible hand" 01 

extraordinary reach and dexterity. Individual decisions regarding cos~ 
and p h e  must be closely coordinated with one another and substantia: 
internal discipline maintained if a centrally administered objective oi 
systemically efficient resource allocation is to be met, no small task f o ~  
organizational forms in which hierarchical relationships are fragile 
decisionmaking diffused, and discretion necessarily widespread. Ex. 
isting nonmarket structures concerned with the resolution of externalit) 
'[elationships generally do not in fact seek efficient allocation in the ag. 
gregate. Such systemic efficiency is neither a feasible nor necessarily : 
Pesirable goal of social policy; particularly where probability scaling ir 
$he presence of uncertain enfo'rcement wduld be @volvid. Those whc 

ould argue otherwise bear a heavy burden in showing how, in tht 
of markets, the collective decision for systemic efficiency might 

and the degree of coordination necessary to carry it OUI 
pchieved. 
i The normative and positive issues raised by this approach to exter- 
hality relationships are brought into still sharper focus when the exter. 
nal effecta are generated by activities designated as criminal rather than 

: by processes of economic production. I have argued elsewhere that thc 
I characteristic feature of criminal acts is the element of "moral cost'' 
)' associated with them, the widely felt sense of outrage created by partic. 
"la, kinds of behavior and accompanying states of mind which distin- 
' guish them from other acts which might also entail damage to propert) 

or physical or psychic injury to the person." These moral costs arc 

I 3 1  See, 8.a.. Adcbtcm, Negotwtrd GwIv Plm, rugm noto U, u 78692  The mcamrmon o 
nonmaterial &d rnord cf& into dk&ioa, of &nomic cl&icncy hu k e n  au&csted cLc. 

z9 CLLIbre8i & Melrmcd, mpu note 6. at 11 11-15 (Qiruuing %inllienability"). 
where in the Lcgd litcraturc, r.6.. Michelman. Properly. UIUUy and F&m: Commmls on nh, 
EIUd Fo&tionr of 'YwI C o m p e n r d i o ~ " ~ ~ .  80 h R V .  L. REV. 1165, 1173. 1214-18 (1961) 

30 Hmvek. mr //re n < l k n v / ~ A v -  In .Sor/nv ?5 A u  Frorr Rvv 510 $73 l lP45)  P.T.&-~.: ,. B,.V-...-A -,-.- -*.. c .. 8 v o v  s- .  e.. ---..A v ..-. ma-- a* --,,,'a ,..-.. ;.. 
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creased. But to prescribe such an outcome as "optimal" or socially pre- 
ferred is to accept as appropriate or desirable the set of social, political, 
and economic factors which underlies the array of moral cost created 
by the specific acts of panicular individuals at a given moment.34 As I 
shall argue funher below, neoclassical analysis in this sphere of human 
activity has been characterized by normative policy prescriptions in- 
consistent with old and cherished values in the criminal process or by 
an insensitivity to positive considerations of moral cost which leads to 
unpersuasive explanations of observed phenomena within it. The insti- 
tutional approach, in contrast, explicitly accepts the economic and 
moral costs associated with particular offenses and procedures withou~ 
normative qualification and attempts to use them solely as a means to- 
ward positive understanding of the way in which the criminal process is 
organized, what functions its various institutions appear to serve, and 
how this social system has evolved over time. Institutional analysis 
must therefore be clearly understood as intentionally devoid of pre- 
scriptive content or normative evaluation of the phenomena with which 
i t  is concerned. 

The obvious practical difficulties associated with the measurement 
of moral cost point to a second area of divergence between the neo- 
classical and institutional approaches to the criminal process. Moral 
costs as we have defined them are plainly very hard to quantify and 
unlikely to manifest themselves as disturbances in market values.35 
That they are hard .to measure, of course, is not to deny their exist- 
ence-but one can go further and argue that without consideration of 
moral costs, the economic interpretation of the criminal process as a 
means of externality control through price exaction cannot be sus- 
tained. Were the costs associated with criminal activity assumed to be 

~p 

34 This argunicni is a varlanl of lhc considera~ions of wealth dirtribu~ian discussed in note I 8  
."YP'U 

35 Even the economic 'kedonken expcrimenl" occasionally proposed 10 erlimule the demand 
for  public goods and scrvlces would bs af no avail in cslimsling moral w s u .  Undcr (his procc. 
dure, citizcns are asked how much they would pay lo sec a particular good or service. say a new 
highway or bus ruule, provided by lhc government. Individual rcsponser are then summed to 
produce a ruciill "wtllingnrss lo pay" Tor the item which is takcn as an expression ofdemand. In 
the care of crime, the analogous qucslion would k "How much would you pay lo see prevented a 
crimc of lypc W camtnilled by cKendcr X upoc victim Y in circumslancss Z?" Assuming that 
cilizenr would bc able la oKcr reliable ex onle responses lo questions o f  this form, the answers 
would then be summed and lhc rolal sccn as a measure o f  h e  total coil, including bolh cconomic 
and moral clcments, of the particular oEsnre involvsd. Bul even this hypolhelical rcsult would be 
unsalisfactary because the individual rcrponscs would bc dspendenl upan personal income in a 
way incunsinenl wilh moral costs as uic havc defurcd them; a poor man. for example, could no! 
pay as much as a wealthy m u  to see a particular crimc prcvcnled, cvcn if his feelings in this 
inslancc wcre si%mlicantly nronger. Income cficcrs of this L i d  (though clearly no1 all cKecu of 
incomc and social class) are cxcludcd from lhc notion of moral cost envisioned herc. For a gen- 
eral discussion of lhc inslllulional arrangemenls for the cslimation of wsls in the Amcrican crimi- 
nal process, see Adclrtcin. Nego~~b~cd  Gw/y Plea. mpro note 8, a, 793-99. 

76:1 (1981) Crim~nal Prot.r$~ 
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solely economic or material in character, severe punishments observed 
in cases of crimes which impose little or no material cost or injury 
could not be satisfactorily explained. But the clearly substantial moral 
costs imposed upon the direct victim and the society at large by crimes 

? uch as rape or kidnapping can be seen within an externality frame- 
kork as rationalizing the substantial penalties provided for by statute 

nd frequently imposed in practice for these offenses even where the 
ictim has suffered no serious physical injury. + 

1 The central role played by individually specific moral costs in the 
aefinition of criminal offenses in general and the specification of pun- 
$hments in particular cases, however, casts grave doubt upon any anal- 
ysis which characterizes the criminal process as a mechanism designed 

achieve systemic efficiency through central planning. The difficulties 
such a system would face ex anfe in gathering sufficient information 
tegarding the costs associated with various offenses and in determining 
the likelihood of conviction in particular cases-both necessary to spec- 
ify appropriate punishment prices-are staggering. It is the very diffi- 
culty of these problems which is the motivating theme of the 
institutional analysis. In place of the neoclassical postulation of a cen- 
trally administered objective of efficient resource allocation, the institu- 
tional approach fixes attention upon the individual act of efficient 
exchange itself and interprets the criminal process as an inherently im- 
perfect means to facilitate such exchanges on a case-by-case basis 
through the exposrfacto imposition of a punishment equal to the costs 
of the offense involved withou~ regard to the systemic variable of con- 
viction probability. In a world in which cost information were freely 
available to planning authorities and the apprehension and conviction 
of offenders were certain, the marginal conditions for systemic effi- 
ciency would be satisfied by imposition of punishments set precisely 
equal to the full social cost imposed by their perpetrators alone, and the 
two approaches would converge to the same result. But in real envi- 
ronments where ex anre information is difficult to obtain and convic- 
tion far less than certain, only the institutional depiction is consistent 
with the observed legal norm of proportional punishment, of fixing the 
punishment "to fit the crime" in all its particulars without reference to 
the offenses of others and the burdens they may place upon the admin- 
istration of justice. As our pollution example suggests, proportional 
punishment is incompatible with the probability scaling necessary to 
achieve efficiency in the aggregate where conviction is uncertain. A 
criminal process which continues the effort to effect individually effi- 
cient criminal transactions despite its inability to bring all offenders to 

count will not provide sufficient incentives to induce systemically effi- 
ent levels of criminal activity within its jurisdiction, a failure whose 

increases as the probability of perfect enforcement falls. 
hen Professor Posner suggests that "ltlhe.basic function of law. in an 
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criminal behavior or with respect to entire classes of cost-imposing ac- 
tivity. 

A second relationship concerns the behavior of individual offend- 
ers and the deterrent effect of legal sanctions. Here Becker extends the 
economist's model of rational choib to illegal activity and depicts po- 
tential offenders as Benthamite cavulators whose decisions to partici- 
pate in crime are responsive to the suffering they expect to be inacted 
upon them in the form of criminal punishment as a result of their 
choice. He proposes for each offender a "supply function" for offenses 
relating decreases in the individual's willingness to break the law to 
increases in either of the components of expected punishment, the 
probability of apprehension and conviction and the severity of sentence 
imposed.41 Summing these individual functions, Becker constructs a 
composite supply relation in which the instrumental variables of 
probability and severity of punishment can be employed as tools of 
policy to vary the overall level of activity within specific categories of 
offenses. 

The concern with systemic'efficiency which distinguishes the neo- 
classical approach is introduced'by Becker's two remaining behavioral 
relationships, which explicitly recognize the costliness of maintaining a 
mechanism to apprehend, convict, and punish offenders. The fist of 
these cost functions deals with the police and the courts, and argues 
first that, given a constant level of criminal activity in the aggregate, 
increments in the apriori probability of apprehension and conviction 
which face each offender can be achieved only through increased ex- 
penditure on police, prosecutorial, and judicial resources; each succes- 
sive increment of probability, moreover, is assumed to be costlier than 
the last. Secondly, in order to maintain a given a priori probability, 
more resources must be devoted to the police and the courts, again at 
an increasing rate, as the total number of offenders rises." But this 

41 Hem, aa with eacb of the other thrw behavioral relations, Boclror must urign algebraic 
nzgm to thc derivativw of his function, (ir., nrsumc the dLcction io which one variable chpneu pr 

the other relud'variables u e  changed in t w )  and defend them on positivo groundr. Id. 11 42- 
... .- ~~ ~~,~~~ 
condition for the solution to the oplimiution~pmblcm ta h i e ;  point of&fmm~ rocLL I&. 
While some ewnomelnc evrdcncc rcg.rding'thuc oauionrlly probhal ic  propodlion, h kcn 
oEercd,m, cg., Ehrhch. PoNCdplimm IU#gUinvU,AcllvWu: A ~ o n d L n p u i c d I n w  
ljgalion. 81 J .  POL. BCON. 521 (1973) (suggating Lh.1 iDCIUIOd pmbability and weriry do have a 
detsncnt eEsn upon oEcnden), it is wonh noling hl, bcuw h l i t u ~  d y a b  rugguu Lh.1 
the WDSM of h e  aimud procur u the completion of el3cient lnuudom M an individual 
basis rather th.n thc ndisrcmsnt ofaystemidy e-1 mum docatioq strong ruumptionr 
~ ~ 

of this kind n d  not bc made. 
42 While B d e r  m e w  thL wat function cotmtsbure ibs cxpcndiiuTe of hancid rsaourcu in 

Law enforcsment, it is clear i h . 1  police aclivity ind judicial proctduru o fvu iow kin& may a h  
i m p s  subsrantial nonmsterial or moral c a t  upon the d c t y  at large. Scr, rg.. Adelstein. Nego- 
rb~edcUiigvPlm, mpra note 8, at 806-09, 81627. But Bdcr's  framework h su5cicntly general 
lo ncurvnl for thcrc cEcclr u well, and sn cxlcnrion of the d y s i s  by John R Hurl8 wnsidcn in 

poses a fundamental economic dilemma for the criminal process. 
While the social loss which results directly from illegal activity can be 
redubed by the increased deterrence associated with higher probabili- 
ties of apprehension and conviction, these increments are themselves a 
source of real cost. The unconditional deterrence of crime, while 
clearly a desirable goal, does not come cheaply, and. efficient allocation 
implies that as the value of this deterrence is balanced against the cost 
of achieving it, some offenders will properly go unpunished because the 

e of imposing the criminal sanction in these cases is simply not 
worth incurring. 

The h a l  relation concerns the choice between alternative modes 
although the systemic considerations in this area 

ar to those associated with the police and judicial cost fu+- 
tions, Becker's discussion of the nature of Criminal sanctions, particu- 

raises serious questions for the institutionalist, 
ues that the act of imposing punishment upon the convicted 

offender is invariably a source of social cost. This loss is minimized 
punishment takes the form of a pecuniary h e ,  since the 
ost borne by the offender is always balanced by an 
ain registered by the recipient of the h e ;  in this case, only 
olved in collecting the h e  represent a net social loss. But 
ers are punished by imprisonment or by restrictions of 

sed by probation or parole, these social costs are 
t only is the offender forced to endure suffering 

ed to benefit no one,43 but the remainder of the society 
able human and material resources in maintaining the 
iated paraphernalia w h i 4  comprise the means of ad- 

a1 sanction in this form. For Becker, this is the 
es":u where it is feasible to exact the ap ropri- 

ate punishment price by fine rather than imprisonment or pro g atlon, 
the criminal process errs, according to this normative efficiency per- 

hooses not to do so. Beckcr would reserve the most 
imprisonment only for cases in which it is abso- 
re an impecunious defendant is-financially unable 

dent of the costs which his offense has im- 
this view, moreover, only 5 e s  can effect the 

of restitution in the niminal setting. Thus, 
by fine, - I  the sodal loss from offenses 

would be equivalent to cornpensatlag 'v~ctims" M y ,  and deterrence or 
vengeance could only be partially pursued. Therefore, if the case for hnes 

prinaple the systemic eEocU of procodurn which might widely be puocived u unfair or im- 
proper. Huri8, On lh8 Eeonont/u o/&w md Ordsr, 78 J. POL &ON. 165 (1970). 

43 Note that thia ignorer the eEcct of inupcitation u p  the aggregate $upply of oEcnw. 
See, ex., J. WILSON, THINWNO ABOUT CRIME 193-94. 2z (1977). " G. BECKER, sypm note 39. at 63-68. 
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jectification of social cost, the sentencing authority must perform a 
second transformation at the time of sentencing, calibrating a pecuni- 
ary sanction in each case which induces an equivalent measure of suf- 
fering in the particulaz offender involved. Apart from any sense of 
unfairness which this scheme of unequal objective punishments might 
engender, the informational problems posed by this form of organiza- 
tion are quite severe. Where the requisite exchange of cost for cost, 
which itself involves difficult int ersonalcomparisons in any case, 
must twice be mediated in this war the  reliable ex MII specification of 
efficient and intelligible punishmept prices becomes almost impossible. 
But the need for the second of d e w  transformations would be elimi- 
nated, and the difficulty of price signalling to potential offenders sub- 
stantially reduced, if a mode of sanction,were employed in which a unit 
of punishment could reasonably be expected to s c t  an equal measure 
of suffering upon all offenders, without regard to income or social cir- 
cumstance. 

Certainly physical violence and the infliction of severe pain can be 
said to possess this element of universality, and can be accomplished 
with relatively small expenditure as well. And sadly, one need not look 
far for evidence that the barbarity and degradation of such methods 
have not yet relegated them estirely to the past. But in societies where 
individual freedom and persopal dignity are held to be fundamental 
values, punishment by imprisonment or the substantial deprivation of 
liberty reflect a similar universality, for the quality of suffering and hu- 
miliation felt by free men and women in these circumstances seems at 
best only peripherally related to considerations of wealth or personal 
condition. Despite its relative economic costliness, then, the institution 
of punishment by imprisonment can be seen as achieving the "in kind" 
exchange of costs implied by price exaction in a way which reduces 
some of the uncertainty in completing individually efficient criminal 
transactions. 

The task of the criminal process, therefore, is not, as Becker (and 
Posner) would have it, the effectuation of a systemically efficient alloca- 
tion of resources or the inducement though relatively wstless modes of 
"deterrencenof a predetermined level of rriminal activity in the aggre- 
gate. Rather, it is the development and implementation of nonmarket 
mechanisms which can reliably extract the severe1 impacted informa- 
tion regarding the costs associated with specific be l .  avlor, transmit it to 
potential offenders so as to enable the ex ante identification of efficient 
cost imposition, and use it to exact individUaZ& efficientpunishment 
prices in as many cases as possible given the economic and moral costs 
of the price exaction process itself. Only in this way can the essential 
compensatory function of the price exaction be achieved in environ- 
ments hostile to the organization of exchange in markets. To argue 
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that imprisonment is "mere suffering"'O and thus that expenditures 
upon it produce no social benefit at all is to neglect the fundamental 
(and normatively controversial) retributive purpose of criminal punish- 
ment, and to preserve, as Becker apparently does, the artificial distinc- 
tion between retribution and deterrence51 is to ignore the crucial 
compensatory and allocative consequences of painful sanctions propor- 
tioned to the "gravity" of the offense. 

Similar issues are raised as Becker, having set. forth these behav- 
ioral relations, turns to the specification of "optimal" policy in the 
crkninal prows. He be ' by collecting the social costs variously gen- 
erated by the offens- =elves, the activities of the police and the 
courts, and the operation of the penal systun into an analytically gen- 
eral measure of the social loss associated with crime and its control. 
The behavioral relations posited earlier imply that the magnitude of 
this social loss depends directly upon three variables which are as- 
sumed to be freely manipulable as instrumehts of public policy: the 
probability of apprehension and conviction, the severity of punishment 
unposed, and the mode of applying the criminal san~tion.~z Decisions 
regarding these variables, Becker argues, should be made on the basis 
of "a criterion that goes beyond catchy phrases and gives due weight to 

'. the, damages from offenses, the costs of apprehending and convicting 
off ders, and the social cost of punishment. The social-welfare func- != tio of modem welfare economics is such a criterion,"" a id  Becker 
finds it to be the appropriate goal of public policy in this area. Thus, he 
prescribes that the criminal process select values for the instrumental 
vadables in order to minimize the social loss function and thereby 
acqeve a systemically efficient allocation of resources to crime and iis 
con~rol.s* 

R. POSN~R, wpm note 28, at 173. 51. also Id. at 169. 
'ti See Adolatein. Ngorlu~ed Guuv Plea, rupm MXo 8. at 792 e29.  
sz' Algebraically, the four khavionl relations us. respectively. D-D(O), 0-0ip.t). C-C@,O). 

.and md - bb where D is the net W a l  h m  due lo the told number of OK-; p h the probnbility 
C their associated w e ;  f L the wvority of punishment im- 
the social w U  of ~widuumt. The mcfsdcnt b v u i u  with 

tho mods of b A e n t  md vl~sformr f into P; for dh ~ s e ~ u  m u  b s a but for other 
mods, b > I .  Then the m i d  loss function is L - L (D.C.bD or, since 0 - 0 (KO. L - L (~.f.b). "~ ~ . 
In light of the discussion in Pan A of this Section w&r&g tho p a t  diEic8c;lL of extracting 
information essential to these dculatiom, it is signi5cmt ih .1  B d c r  b u u  dl of hi, hypotheti- 

' '  d y  precise rnalhtrnatical results on the simplifying assumption that dl costs arc measured in 
r e d  inwmc pnd that L is the simple rum of &sac dollu mounu, L - SD + SC + Sbf These 

substpnlially reduce the model's generality pnd iU sensitivity to issues of 

, s3 G. BacrER. w p  note 39, a1 51.  
. s4 Bsckcr's briefdircussion oflwo potential policy alternativw to svrtcmic cffiuencv. Id. at 50- . - 

51. h of some ioterwt. Through rimpi dcterre~cc, which he intorprei u utlin5 p very c l w  to I 
and f auffiuenUy high lo cxacd the welfuc ghiua lo oKcndcn from illcpl .cU. tho level of of- 
fenrcr wuld be reduced Plmm at will, but the rPourOD COBU ulod.ted with tbctc polidu might . . .  . . .  . . .  . - .  
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But the trial procedure is not the only source of cost which the 
defendant might impose upon the state. Whenever the defendant in- 
vokes a statutory right jo appellate review of a conviction, the state is 
forced not only to bear the costs of contesting the appeal63 but, should 
the attack be successful, to retry the defendant (or negotiate a guilty 
plea) or abandon its prosecution of the case. Just as in the plea bar- 
gaining situation, the exercise of right of appcal can effectively be 
deterred by the threat of a mor p severe sentence for those whom the 
state must reconvict after a suc~cssful appeal. In North Carolina v. 
Pearce," however, the Court redorced the Jackson rationale by hold- 
ing this practice unconstitutional. "It . . . would be a flagrant violation 
of the [due process clause] for a state trial court to follow an announced 
practice of imposing a heavier sentence upon every reconvicted defend- 
ant for the explicit purpose of punishing the defendant for his having 
succeeded in getting his original conviction set aside765 whether the 
appeal succeeded on constitutional or other grounds. The Court fur- 
ther noted that while it "has never held that the States are required to 
establish avenues of appellate review,"66 once the state chooses to grant 
such a right it is "without right to . . . put a pxice on an appeal. A 
defendant's exercise of a right of appeal must be free and unfet- 
tered. . . . [I]t is unfair to use the great power given to the court to 
determine sentence to place aidefendant in the dilemma of making an 
unfree choice."67 

Yet when the Court did confront the question of negotiated pleas 
squarely in Brady v. Unrted State~,~S it ignored the implications of 
Jackson and P e a r ~ e ~ ~  and upheld the general practice of plea bargain- 
ing in its most common forms. Citing the "mutuality of advantage"70 
which the bargaining process offers to prosecutor and defendant as the 
source of its widespread incidence, the Court distinguished Jackson 
and found no consbtuaonal bar to plea negotiations where defendants 
are competently advised by counsel and there has been no extraordi- 
nary pressure "overbearing-the will of the defendant."71 

63 Where a p p e t h u  are without tho mouu to p u n v ~  mview. of auns tho l u t e  must .Ira 
bear many of the costs which would ordinarily fall upon them. SW,.LX.. D o u g h  v. California, 
372 U.S. 353 (1963) (state may not condition thc appinunent o f c o u n ~ ~ l  for indigent appel lnu 
upon a preliminq dcsrrnination of thc menu of the appeal); Ori& v. Illinoii 351 U.S. 12 
(1955) (state must pay the w s u  of providing ncaaur)r Vkl V.luaipu for ind&nt appellnu). 

@ 395 U.S. 711 (1969). .~~ ~~,~ 
6J id. a( 723-24. 
66 id at 7%. 
67 id. (quoting Worcester v. Commisioncr. 370 P.2d 713, 718 (1st Cir. 1966)). 
68 397 U.S. 742 (1970). This - L d k u d  in greater &rail in Adelstein, Negoihled Ouilry 

Plea, wpra note 8, at 823-26. 
69 The inconsistency of negotiated plcu and the hguagc of Pearce w u  suggested in Note, 

UncomliI~Iion~Iiry of Plea Borgmhng, 83 &RV. L. REV. 1387, 140243 (1970). 
70 397 U.S. at 752. 

id. at 750. 
6 
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, While the Brady Court would not go so far as to acknowledge 
explicitly the reason for this apparent retreat,72 Chief Justice Burger 
did so-almost casually-for the Court the following term in 
Santobe//o v. New York:13 

"[Pllea bargaining" is an essential component of the administration of 
i justice. Properly administered, it is to be enwuraged. If every criminal 
' charge were subject to a full-scale trial, the States andthe Federal Gov- 
? ernment would need to multiply by many times the number of judges and 
I wurt faciliti~s.~' 

Thus, despite the subsequent misgivings expressed by members of the 
Court as they considered various prosecutorial bargaining tactics in 
light of the still viable principles expressed in Jackron and Pear~e,'~ 

72 "Ofcourx, that the prevalence of guilty pleas h explainable das not necessarily validate 
those pleas or the system which produces them." Id. at 752-53. 

13 404 U.S. 2J7 (1971). 
74 Id .  at 260. 

., *5 in Bordenkircher v. Hayes. 434 U.S. 357 ((WE), fofeumple, the Coun considered the 
propriety ofa  prosecutor's threat to reindict a defendant under the sute's habitual oUendcr statute 
should he refuse the oUer of a negotiated plea. Although the prowsuloh right to invoke this 

.' statute under state law was not challcnncd, and there w u  suUtcient evidence to support the indict- 
men6 the tuue was posed m terms o?prosecutocd '%utdidvencrs" suggested-by h g u a g e  m 
Pkurr: "Due proceu of law. then, requues thn  vmdrctivenur ag.inst a defendant for having 
su$cessfully attacked his first convictio~murt play no ppan in the scntcna he receives d e r  a new 
Irih." 395 U.S. at 725. In upholding the defendant's atma of Me imprisonment under the 

insistence u p n  a trial th. Court;slid: 
unphrrircd that the due proceu violation in &a like Pavce . . . lay not in the 

ibility that a defendant might bc deterred from th. ex%rcirc o f a  legal right, but rather in 
that the State might bc retaliating against t h . ! d ]  for lawfully attacking his 

a G u v  dubious one. for it hu chosen th. wmw hvDotho(*.l da&t upon which lo buc i u  
11 h, of&-, not tho defendant who-ukpb ch. o m  w b  b mkiatod q d ~ t  in b e  

Db. humininn situation; it i thou, M e  Hayo* who rgLr  tho oUer and am unccnad accord- ,. . 
ingly &I lriai who must pay ,the penalty f& c x d &  their righu. Tlwm h no inducement to 

' plud guilty without the e-plc of the t&yuol lo plua bcfom d V m t  bargainen. The 
Court iWU m o d  lo rccogDiLs the futility of distiopuirhing Pcarce. for it won conceded that "by 
W a l i n g  and encouraging the negotiation of p l e y  LhL Court hu ncccuady -pled u mnrti- 
tuI io~~Uy L c g i h t e  the simple reality that ihe pmeculor't intorut 81 the b u p i u h g  table is to 
wnu& the defendant 10 foreao bir riaht to plsld m t  guilty." /d. 81 364. ID d i u o n ~  Justicc6 
i ) l&mun rod Powell argued ibat thL &tic w k  prodrcG th; .on of "vindiclivenut" forbidden 
by PWCC. But the time for thwc arguments was in Bn?dy, not B o r d e ~ e r ;  once the plea 
~~g system har bccn constitutionally upheld, as the majority implied, it u n n o t ' b  denied 
the single procedure which makes it work. H e n  a@, one soor that tho r u l  iuuo u submcrged 

' and imolicit, for what makes Hayes' case so poignant and molivalu tho d h t o n '  &on h thal 
 IS Me ;omce w u  ulggerd b y  the paumg of; b d  check for leu l h ~  $90 Thu may mdoed be 
a mtsc&sna((e o f ~ u u c e ,  but ti tt IS. the real source u UI the Ms+( of the ~ C Q & V U ~  sutute 1 d .  

' an iasuc w G ~ h  iu  not raised in thc -, rathcr t h  in tho t a ~ i f i  of tho pr-utor. 
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certain P* because the risky prospect includes the possibility of a pun- 
ishment greater than P* upon conviction. In these situations, the impo- 
sition of extremely severe penalties in a vanishingly small number of 
cases, a penalty scheme which might truly be called "wanton and freak- 
ish,"83 induces an efficient level of aggregate offenses with negligible 
expenditure on police,.prosecutorial, and judicial services. If risk pref- 
erence among offenders is assumed, this policy is ameliorated to some 
degree. When offenders are less deterred by the uncertain punishment 
prospect than by the corresponding certain nalty, the rescribed like- 7 lihood must rise and its associat$d severity all, althou & in general the 
individual punishments actually imposed still greatly exceed the costs 
of the offenses involved.84 I 

It is, of course, difficult to Speculate as to either the general atti- 
tudes toward nsk which characterize offenders as a class or the "opti- 
mal" values whlch would follow were the proposed policies actually 
pursued in the Un~ted States. Nonetheless, present practices in Ameri- 
can jurisdictions may oITer some insight into the kinds of results which 
would accompany the attempt to induce systemically efficient levels of 
illegal activity through probability scaling. Consider the crimes of bur- 
glary and larceny, which together account for the vast majority both of 
offenses actually committed in the United States and of successful pros- 
ecutions in the nation's courts.85 For purposes of illustration, assume 
that offenders in general are risk neutral86 that existing probabilities of 
conviction in the American s p e m  lie reasonably close tojthose values 
which a systemic efficiency analysis would prescribe,a7 and that the 
statutory penalties currently provided for these offenses can be taken as 
useful estimates of the actual social cost ordinarily associated with the 
crimes.88 

~ 

83 Furman v. Georgia, 408 U.S. 238, 310 (1972) (Scow.n I., mn&s). 
84 0. BECKER. supra note 39. at 53-54. The efficient lcvel o f o E e w  in the aggregate is likely 

to be somewhat greater in lhis case u well. 
85 Of thc F.B.l.'s six index crimes (excluding auto !he% for which complctc figures ire not 

reported because of the unusuaUy high incidsncc of juvenile oEcndur). burgluics accounted in 
1977 for some 31% of all reported o K e w  m d  21% of dl mnvidons, while larccnics comprised 
59% of reported crimes and 62% of successful prosecutions. Sng~nerol~ P w e r w  Bunmu OF 

INvesno~TtoN, UNIFORM CRIME REPORTS FOP THE UNITW STAT= (1977) [hereinaner atcd as 
UCR]. 

86 Becker himself suggcso that at the moment the decision to commit m oEensc is mad;, 
oEcnden in general show a prcferencs toward risk, G. BKKRR, mpra now 39, at 53, and there is 
wmc ewnometric evidence, indicating that the aggregate level of oKsnssa is more ruponrivc to 
incremenu in probability t h  lo wvsrity, whish supporn lhir hypotksb. See no* 80 wprro; 
Ehrlich, note 41 rupro. But the overwhelming majority of lhuc u m c  oEondcn. when sub8~- 
quently confronted with thc choice bstwcen a ncgoti.rcd tonconso impaud without risk m d  an 
unocnaiu 14.1 prospect, wlen the option of the csrUin b.g.in, suggcstbg that they are risk 
nvenc in thir situation. Given lhuc obrsnalion* thc anumprion rmdo in tho text for c x p d  
tiorul purposu wem a reudnable one. 

87 Tlia inluence is explicilly madc by B&r u well. Sn 0. Baclra~,  supra note 39, at 53. 
88 K~~uilcd ugumenta in auppon of lhir p r o p i t h  uw pmmtcd in MclrI*n. N W d  

The Uniform Crime Reports of the Federal Bureau of Investiga- 
tion [UCR] report that 3,052,200 burglaries were committed in the 
United States during 1977, of which 16% resulted in the arrest of a 
suspect. Of those arrested, 73% were prosecuted, with 75% of these 
cases ending in a conviction on the charge of burglary or some lesser 
offense.89 On the basis of these figures alone, the apriori probability of 
apprehension and conviction which confronts a potential burglar 
would appear to be approximately .088, just under one in eleven. But 
careful studits of victimization have consistently demonstrated that the 
true incidence of criminal activity in the United States is several times 
that reported in the UCIIW the National Opinion Research Center es- 
timates that the incidence of burglary across the nation is three times 
the UCR and that in Chicago, for example, only one burglary in 
five is reported to the police.92 If underreporting at the national rate is 
incorporated into the calculations, the relevant probability is decreased 
by two-thirds to roughly .029, almost one in thirty-four. For larcenies, 
by far the most common UCR offense, the results are similar; the F.B.I. 
reports 5,905,700 offenses, with an a priori conviction probability of 
,136, just under one in seven.93 But the victimization surveys suggest a 
real incidence twice the UCR figure,94 redvcing the likelihood of con- 
viction to ,068, about one in fifteen. 

In Illinois, where Professor Becker lives, burglary is a Class 2 fel- 
ony, punishable by imprisonment for a term of one to twenty years,g5 
while larceny, a Class 3 felony, cames with it a term of one to ten 
y'ears.96 Given risk neutrality among offenders, these punishments 
Au ld  be divided by the appropriate probabilities to create an expected 
v)lue just equal to the costs imposed by $e offense, inducing illegal 
behavior at a systemically efficient rate. In the case of burglary, this 

g would impose sentences of from 34 to 690 years on the one 
in thirty-four actually convicted; and the present statutory 

l f i t  of 20 years would be imposed upon an offender whose crime 
wauld, in an environment of perfect certahty, result in a sentence of 
sdven months. For larcenies, the sentencing range would be 15 to 147 

@/lvP/ea, q m  note 8, at 796-99, m d  Adelstein, I~ormoI Iona/Pdox,  supm note 9, at 283- 
89. I am aware of no evidence of any kind which ~uggesu lhu the ulcimatc probability ofappre- 
hension and wnviCtion u a fador Uuencing the lcgirktive establishment of criminal psnaltics. 

89 VCR, q r a  no* 85, at 23-24. One-third ofthe arrcstl for burglary involved juveniles, and 
for purposu ofdixuuion I have wumed'that they .re prorscutod m d  mnvincd at roughly the 
sunc rate u adulu. 

90 Sn J. KAPLAN, CIWNAL JUSTlce 610-12 (2d ed. 1978). 
9 1  id. at 610. 
92 Id. at 612. 
93 UCR n#wo note 85. at 27-29. 
94 1. KAPLAN. qwa now 90. at 610. 
95 ILL. ANN. STAT. ch. 38. 8 19-I@). 1005-8-1 (Smith-Hurd 1973). 
96 id. 8 161(e3). 1005-8-1. 
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ing throughout the American criminal proccss. It is thus worth noting 
that 

[elxcept possibly for political prisoners in totalitarian states, prisoners in 
American penitentiaries serve the harshest sentences in the world. In 
1974, only 2 percent were senin less than one year; 24 percent were serv- 
ing sentences of one year to 4.9Iyears; 74 percent were serving sentences 
of Eve years to life. Under sentence of death were 700 sons. No other P" country in the world imprisons gs great a proportion o the population as 
we do, and the length of sentence for an offender in the American crimi- 
nal justice system is several times longer than that of his counterpart any- 
where else in the world.l13 

Where probability scaling would multiply even these sentences many 
times over and so plainly distort the principle of proportionality, it 
seems clear that the normative case for systemic efficiency as the pri- 
mary organizing principle of American criminal justice would need to 
be made very persuasively indeed. 

Whatever controversy might be occasioned by these policy argu- 
ments, much of the clarity and power of Becker's essay derives from its 
firm and unapologetic norplative stance. Still, prescriptive analysis 
without a view towards its eventual adoption as public policy is a sin- 
gularly empty exercise, and thus some brief consideration of the practi- 
cal problems involved in effecting systemically efficient resource 
allocation in the criminal process seems in order. One such problem 
lies in the otherwise elegant mathematical specificity of the sentencing 
and expenditure policies Becker proposes, precision which is largely 
due to the characterization of social welfare solely in terms of real in- 
came and the general exclusion of moral costs from the analysis.l14 But 
the informational obstacles to the implemeniation of even this simpli- 
fied and less general notion of efficiency remain most daunting. When 
the costs imposed by individual offenses and the probability and costli- 
ness of apprehension are assumed to depend upon the unique circum- 
stances sunoundiig them, the requisite specification of particular 
efficient punishments ex safe is plainly impossible. The alternative is 
the grouping of offenses, and perhaps classification of offenders as well, 
into categories for which these costs and probabilities are held to be 
roughly equal and for which uniform, mandatory penalties would be 
prescribed. As I have argued elsewhere,ll5 such a scheme would re- 
quire the acquisition of a great deal of information regarding rates of 
deterrence within the various classiEcations and the ex ante estimation 
of the wsts to be expected from the offences involved and would, even 
in the best of circumstances, result in errors of potentially substantial 

113 J. KAPLAN, mpro not= 90. at 503. 4 
114 See noto 52 supra. 
11s Adclstcin. /n/ormaIio~IParadox, &a male 9. at 290.91 

Criminal Process 

6 maenitude in s~ecific cases.116 " 
But even if these groupings could be made and reasonably accu- 

rate cost information obtained, there would remain the problems of co- 
ordinating the necessary appropriations for police, courts, and penal 
facilities and, most importantly, of ensuring that the required sentences 

: would in fact be imposed as they had been specified. The difficulties of 
: administering centrally determined policy in large organizations even 

when hierarchical structures and command relationships are clearly de- 
fined are substantial enough, but they would be vastly complicated in 
the American criminal process, with its constitutional separation of 
decisionmaking powers and the pervasive discretion to resist central di- 
rection vested in officials ranging from police dispatchers to Supreme 
Court Justices. The values of the two principal instrumental variables 

: in the Becker analysis, the probability of a prehension and conviction 
and the severity of sentences imposed, are c 0th the products of an ex- 
tremely complex set of interrelated decisions, coordinated only in the 
very loosest ways, and made by individuals and groups in all three 
branches of government whose motives and purposes are often at odds. 
4 criminal process which could even begin to establish and implement 

values through central planning and direction would appear very 
Merent from that which we know, and more than a little threatening. 
That the conacts of purpose and dispersal of power which characterize 
$e American criminal process exist by constitutional design suggests 
ngt only that the degree of discipline necessary to administer systemic 
e$iciency would be all but impossible to achieve in practice, but that 
the concentration of power it would entail would perhaps be seen as an 
e&l far greater than that which it was meant to overcome. 

I' ~ v e i  this brief critique suggests that Becker's analysis suffers from 
a kind of tunnel vision, that fundamental elements and problems at the 
cdre of the criminal process are attenuated or excluded from view by 
th'e narrow focus upon static optimization within a framework of sys- 

': temic efficiency. Yet it would be a serious error to fault Becker for this; 
. in his work we see the neoclassical paradigm at  its very best, imagina- 

tively applied by a scholar of consummate skill and intellectual integ- 
rity. It is the very quality of Becker's craft which exposes the essential 
limitations of neoclassical analysis and epistemology as ways of illumi- 
nating the nature of the criminal process and its place in the larger 
mosaic of social life. 

.' As I have shown, Becker is concerned neither with the structure or 
; development of legal institutions as such nor with organizational form 
.,within the criminal process and the constraints that such organization 

l6 At lelol in capital cases, moreovcr, the crron in individud urscs which neasarily rerull 
from mandatory sentencing procedures have rendered them unsonrtituliod. See the d ixwion  
of W d w n  v. Nonh Carolina. 428 U.S. 280 (1976) in Adclstein, Informrr~io~IParadox, mpro 
note 9. at 295-96. 
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tyless and ahist~rical." '~~ The neoclassical view seeiquantities, prices, 
incomes, and levels of output123 as central and mathematically related 
to one another in systems in which all change is necessarily quantita- 
tive and, in principle, fully reversiple simply by a reversal ofthe forces 
which determine them. Consider,lfor example, a ball tossed into the air 
which, after a time, returns to resf at just the point from which it was 
thrown. In Newtonian terms, the "before" and "after" snapshots of 
this physical system are identical. A description of the system consist- 
ing of the position, velocity, and energy of the ball will be precisely the 
same in the instant after the ball comes to rest as in the instant before it 
began its journey; it is wholly unresponsive to events which might have 
occurred in the interim. The ball may simply have gone straight up 
and come back down again, or it may have bounced once or twice on a 
Boor or ceiling, or it may have been caught in midair and thrown back 
by another person. But because events of this kind have wrought no 
quantitative change in the physical parameters of the system, they have 
been. "forgotten" by it. There is no place in this descriptive scheme for 
qualitative information about,the ball's "histo~y" because in general 
there is no need for it, and so it is lost. 

In the neoclassical perspective, ewnomic processes are seen in just 
this way. The unyielding quantification of economic information and 
the conllation of economic relationships into mechanistic systems of si- 
multaneous equations leaves no room for the observation or analysis of 
qualitative development in economic systems. The scientific vision of 
Frank Knight, although nearly fifty years old, still dominates the diici- 
pline: 

For if it is in the intrinsic nature of a thing to grow and change, it cannot 
serve as a scientific datum. A science must have a "static" subject-matter; 
it must talk about things which will "stay put"; otherwise its statements 
will not remain true after they are made and there will be no point to 
making them. 124 

But as our present economic difficulties make painfully clear, eco- 
nomic systems simply will not "stay put," nor do they "forget" the 
events in their past. The remedy prescribed by Keynes to reduce un- 
employment during the Great Depression, thestimulation of aggregate 
demand through governmental expenditure hanced by public debt, 
proved universally effective through the Deprbsion and the Second 
World War because his theoretical analysis had so perceptively cap- 
tured the underlying ewnomic relationships in the Western industrial 
nations (including Germany) at the time. His theory, moreover, was . . 

la N. GEOROESCU-ROEOEN. mpra now I is, at 4. 
123 in IideFkcZs analysis of the criminal p r y a ,  the analogues of these lhrcu variables arc, re- 

~pcuively, the probability and severity of punishmsnl. ihc dollar value of (hc wcial loss due lo 
mime, md tho aggregate level of wiminal activity. Ci. Becun,  myra note 39. at 42. 

lu F. KNIOHT. THE E T M ~  OP C O M P ~ T ~ O N  21 (1935). 
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perfectly reversible in the sense we have just described; policies which 
were appropriate in depressed and deflationary times could equally 
well be applied in reverse to the problems of "overheated," inilationary 

1 economies. From the Keynesian model of macroeconomic equilibrium 
.' came the hope of "fine tuning"--taming the business cycle through 

precise and timely fiscal measures designed to ameliorate the periodic 
fluctuations in national income and the human misery which accom a 
nies them. But the sad experience of the last decade has been 
Keynesian policy which has worked well in one direction apparently 
cannot be successfully applied in the other, especially in democracies 
characterized by dispersed concentrations of authority. Political con- 
straints make the unpopular remedies of increased taxation and re- 
duced public expenditure extremely hard ,fo implement, and even 
where they are available, remedial policies can often be frustrated by 

. aniicipatory or adaptive behavior on the of individuals and h 
who, like the policymakers, have also read their Keynes. 

The problem, of course, is not that Keynes was ' kong"  but that 
the economic systems which he so brilliantly described fifty years ago 
noJlonger exist. The "mixed" Western economies of 1981 are vastly 
d e r e n t  from those of 1930, due in no ~mall~part  to the application of 

it would plaiply be idle to suppose that 
transformation could be significantly 

world of 1930 r e s t ~ r e d . ~ ~ V o p u l a r  per- 
and responsikilities of individuals and 

government in economic affairs have shifted dramatically. The eco- 
n o F c  and social character of production has been radically altered as 
individual h a s  have grown in size and power and markets become 
t d y  international in scope and domestically less competitive: Inher- 
ently unpredictable technological advance and a fluid political environ- 
ment have restructured basic industries and created entirely new ones. 
The distinguishing feature of all macroscopic social changes of this 
kind, as well as those which occur on a smaller scale specifically within 
the legal system, is that they are fundamentally qualitative and histori- 
cal in nature. They are the results of irreversible dynamic processes 

. which are neither optimizing nor equilibrating, and it is precisely these 
features which placi the changes beyond the g a s p  of meihanistii anal- 
ysis. 

But how is change of this kind to be systematically apprehended 
and understood? Georgescu-Roegen's critical insight is that all social 

12, This point a ~ m p  to be one of the few areas of agrcumenl among  oh of diauing idso- 
logical pcrruasiorw who are mnscrned with the contemporay "&'in Keynesian thought m d  

: policy. C o r n y ,  cg.. I. GALBRAITH, THe Aoe OP UNceaTmm 22.5-26 (1977) MIA I. 
BUCHANAN & R. WAONER, DEMOCRACY IN DEFICIX THE Pomlw Lea~cY OF LOU) KEYNES 
3-76 (1977). See aho Skidelrky, Kepcs andrhe RCCONINCI~O~ o/lldrmllwr. ENCOUNTER, Apr. 

1: 1979, at 26, 36-39. 
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science is the study of "life phenomena,"lZ6 patterns and structures of 
human activity whose most important attributes are form and evolu- 
tionary development. Not surprisingly, then, he h d s  an epistemologi- 
cal model for economic science not in mechanics but in the life 
sciences, particularly evolutionary biology and ecology, where 
"[qlualitative change has never ceased to be a central theme."lz7 Re- 
search in these areas has long recognized that form and shape are con- 
tinuous qualities of infinite variety which cannot meaningfully be 
classified or reduced to a vector of cardinal numbers.n8 

Furthermore, qualitative change in living systems is a process of 
hysteresis, one in which the entirety of the system's past is cumulated in 
and acts upon its present.129 The range of possible adaptations open to 
an evolving entity in the face of a given change in environment is 
sharply limited by the unique experience of its evolutionary past. Were 
the climate in the temperate zones to begin to cool sipficantly, the 
available set of mutant candidates for selection in this newly hostile 

126 N. GEORO~SCU-ROEOEN, ~ p r a  note 118, at 4. Gwrgeacu-ROCp h by no M the only 
economic thinker to ruggut the appositenear of the analogy between scnomic C h ~ g e  (o<wcial 
chanee in .enernl\ and;volutionirv mocmcs in the domain of the life acimar. See. ;I.. F. "~ ~~ , , . 
HAYEK, Degrees of &xp/onation, in STUoled IN PHILOSOPHY. POMCS, AND k 0 N O M l C S  3,-I 1-14 
(1967): F. HAYEK. n r  Thmgvof CompexPhmomma, i n U  a 22.31-36; Vcblca WAy &&onom. 
rcf Not on E~ohdrIona~yS~/~~ce? 12 Q.J.  CON 373 (1898). In the prcrmt m y ,  however. a more 
direct debt is owed to the pl0nCC~g but dilficult and long negleaed work of John R Conimona 
who peneived the individual trayaction u the eucntul integrating unit of coonomis, ethia, and 
law, and who explicitly saw both couN and moral wdcr u evolutionuy mechanism in which 
"working   la" & facktalc and &pnizc u w a d o n s  in changing envh&enu are continiioualy 
developed and re6n.d. See note 2 Npm. It might fairly be said of Commons that it yu his 
misfomne to write at the same time la Kcper, at a moment when the world w u  understaddably 
mare concerned with the economics of d e p ~ s i o n s  thrn with the seonomia of legal syttcrhs. A 
wntemponry review which impans the Eavor of Commons' thought and method is Mitchell, 
Commom on the &golFowdorlonr o j ~ t a l i r m .  14 AM. ECON. Rev. 240 (1924). Commons was 
strongly inEucnd by his own teacher. Richard T. Ely, who had studied with Karl Knies and 
Wilhelm Roseher in HeidelberP.durin~ the latter Dan of the nineteenth ocnturv. Knies and -~ 

~o>be r  were among the lcadcnwd wbarhu wme tobc d e d  the "OermM Hiuurri&l School" of 
rodal scitn=, which suused the fundamental inscpuab'ility of wonomis, politis, and hirwry as 
aodal disciplines and the evoluuonyr md orgbnic chuoxtcr of rocill institutions. SeegentralQ I. 
HeRBsT, THE G e w N  Hlsro~lcu SCHOOL lN AMENCAN SCHOUWH~P (1w).  The wnlinuing 
vitality o'f this rich tradition is seen not only in the inatitutiod writing of Commons' inlelleclud 
ds~csndmb but in the adentific d igh t  of Friedrich Hayck u well. 

127 N. GEORO~SCU-ROEOEN, supra note 118. at 62. 
1'28 Owrgcscu-Roogcn'r own work reflccu this vicar: 
Many have q u i d  Ihat [the clusi5ution of Living thingr ia impossible] because in chc do- 
main of living organism only o m  (shape) coy~w and h p c  h a Edd concept Ihat rcrisw 
my attempt at cllsaification. & me have aimpl l~ r rned  Ihat form annot  bo identified by 
number. . . . Yet a simple ropition ofthe dcoy of cudid numben vindicates the 
of dl theae intuitive claim. 8 b the propaailion Ihat the next higher cudid number mag!  
rnatia h u  been able to c o ~ t ~ c t  aner that of the uithmdcbl continuum h npreaenlcd by 
the sct of all functions of a real variable, Lc., by a sct of forms. Clearly, thcn, form cannot be 
numbered. 

Id. at 77 (emphasis in original) (citations omitted). 
17.9 id. at 114-27. 

environment would be very different for those creatures which have 
evolved to become horses and those which have become frogs. The 
uniqueness of these unfinished histories of novel evolutionary response 
to unforeseeable environmental cbange suggests that the condition of 
ceferisparibus, the indispensible ingredient of controlled experiment 
and predictive hypotheses, is of little value in the study of evolutionary 
processes. We can observe a continuing process of evolution only once, 
from its midst rather than its end, and we are unable to abstract it from 
its history. In this important sense, "other things" can never be made 
"equal." The evolutionist must learn from the qualitative comparison 
of evolutionary responses, not the quantitative prediction of them. 

The process of change within legal systems reflects these essential 
characteristics; it is manifested in qualitative forms of organization, 
rules, and procedures, and the particular shape it takes is largely deter- 
mined by the historical experiences contained in precedent and by the 
.peculiar development of basic institutions. To cite one example to 
which I shall return, where criminal caseloads increase and the re- 
sources required to handle them are limited, the responses evolved by 
various legal systems can be expected to differ in important ways which 
reflect the histories and institutions of the systems themselves. Thus, 
the American devices of plea bargaining and substantial prosecutorial 
discretion and the German analogues of Strafbefehf and Opportunit&f- 
sprinzip are indeed qualitatively different forms,l30 and close attention 
must be paid to the reasons for, and effects of, these differences. But 
evolutionary analysis based upon notions of economic exchange also 
makes clear that different forms may serve many of the same purposes 
and arise for many of the same reasons; and much can be learned from 
this as well. 

The casual metaphor of an "evolving law" has, understandably, 
long been a comfortable one for lawyers and legal scholars. Yet, as I 
shall argue throughout the remainder of this essay, careful evolutionary 
analysis of legal institutions based upon an explicitly economic view of 
their nature and purpose can be much more than mere meta~horic dis- 
cussion. It is importht that the limitations of such an inq+, particu- 
larly with respect to the problem of deterministic prediction, be clearly 
articulated and a~rneciated. But these considerations bv no means viti- 
ate the explanat&G power of models of legal systems mechanisms of 
economic exchange in which new procedures and organizational forms 
are continuously evolved in respdnse to a constantly changing ex- 
change environment. That such anqap roach has the potential to open 
rich and significant new areas of 1&g ar scholarship wdl, I believe, be- 

130 See gnerr0Ny I. LANOBEIN, COMPAIUTIV~ CRIMINAL PROCEDURE: G E M A N Y  87-111 
(1977). CJ notea 230-34 and accompanying text /gro. 1 
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legal doctrines which do not confonn to the hypothesized efficiency ob- 
jective as ''puzzling'' or " a n o m a l ~ u s " ~ ~ ~  because neither his afcount 
nor the evolutionary models derived from it allow for the persistence of 
"mistakes" of this ki~d.13~ u 

In common both with Becker and theinstitutional approac+,,Pos- 
ner begins with the efficient offense and the problems involved iq iden- 
tifying and encouraging it. But his rejection of moral externalities as 
an explanatory tool leads him immediately into artificiality in d,iscuss- 
ing the magnitude of criminal penalties and creates some initial ~onfu-  
sion as to whether his analytical intent is positive or normative. Even 
where apprehension and conviction are certain, he argues, dg the 
punishment price just equal to the direct economic damage cauded by 
an offense would merely make the potential offender indifferent be- 
tween engaging in the criminal activity and refraining from it. In the 
case of some crimes, however, "the law's purpose in prohibiting the act 
in question [is] to charhel the activity into the market, i.e., the arena of 
voluntary transacting,"l)I and so the punishment facing the offender 
must be somewhat greater than the economic cost associated with the 
act in order to provide the requisite increment of deterrence. StiU, the 
existence of efficient offenses and the desire not to discourage them re- 
quires that the sanction not be so severe as to deter all potential offend- 
ers. For Posner, these two objectives can, in principle, be reconciled by 
setting the punishment price for a given offense equal to the sum of the 
act's economic costper se and the costs incurred in bringing the culprit 
to justice.138 In one stroke and without resort to moral effects, Posner 
thus provides a justification for Becker's "natural" policy of forcing of- 
fenders to bear the costs of their prosecution139 and develops a tentative 
rationale for the existence of criminal punishments clearly greater than 
the economic costs associated with the offenses involved. 

But some doubt creeps even into this world of perfect enforcement. 
If the purpose of the law were indeed to tip the balance of indifference 
toward restraint in cases of intentional cost imposition, and the vehicle 
for achieving this goal were the addition of marginal enforcement costs 
to the economic damage caused by the offense in assessing penalties, 

135 Posner'r dcrcriotion of Ihese "anomalies" is by now well kuown: . ..-- ~ - -~~ 

Why, then, are some apparent1 efficient tr11u.ctionr forbidden in Ihe name of morality? . . . 
No wun would enforce [a wid's] contract [to Leap on her husband3 funeral yre] No w u n  P ' would enforce Shylwk's wntracl with Antonio. No w u n  would enforce a vo untary!wntract 
to bcwme mothcfs slave. A wnvinsd criminal is not permitted to substitute a luhing [for a 
,&-. Y~~.~.-PI even if he ahawed ih.1 Ihe a t  s a v i n ~  to the slate $ubstanli.Q. Thew y.-" --.---, .. -. .-- --  ~~ ~ 

examples arc puuling from an economic rtandpoinl. - 1. 
R. P O S ~ E R ,  supra note 18,  a1 187. 

136 For a similar criticism. sea Mamcil Economic AM/~J&, o/ CunI111~IUaf ~ebotiom: 11s 
Shorfdfs ondlhe Need for rn "Rlch ~ l a u j ~ I o g v ~ , D ~ o I W . "  75 NW. U.L. REV. 101 

137 R, POSNER, supm note 28, at 165. 
138 id. at 166. t 
139 Sre notes 57-77 and &mpmying text supra. 
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result which demands that the fine itself be set no higher than it was.tS1 
The next case on the docket concerns Jefferson, Hamilton's (apparently 
incompetent) guide, who has committed precisely the same oainse but 
is too poor to pay the $25 fine. So Jefferson is sent to jail for ten days, 
after which he admits that he too would do it again if the necessity 
arose because the jail term, though unpleasant, was much preferable to 
the alternative of starving. But in Posner's view, this result is nor "cost- 
justified" because Jefferson, unlike Hamilton, doesnot have the means 
to pay the dollar value of the goods involved and the price exaction 
required to distinguish efficient from inefficient offenses must therefore 
be achieved through some different means, such as imprisonment. 
Now this may or may not be sound economics (I would argue strongly 
that it is not), but as ethical theory, it would appear to distinguish right 
from wrong solely on the basis of personal wealth and thus certainly 
leave much to be desired.152 It would, moreover, be surprising indeed 
if positive analysis were to reveal that the character of fundamental 
institutions of criminal justice had been wholly determined by pecuni- 
ary considerations of this kind. I 

Yet this is precisely the position Posner takes. Once the "ca2e for 
fines" has been accepted as a descriptive proposition, "the heav); reli- 
ance in all criminal-justice systems on nonpecuniary sandions, 
predominantly impri~onment"~S3 is clearly suboptimal and must there- 
fore be explained. Posner does this by asserting that "the costs $ col- 
lecting fines rise with the size of the fine"154 and that the insolvemy of 
most offenders requires that other modes of imposing the cri inal 
sanction be devised.lJ5 'Returning to the normative, however, P I' sner 
argues that because impriso~lent  is a large consumer of sociql re- 
sources, "[iJf we must continue to rely heavily on the sanction of, im- 
prisonment, there is an argument for combining heavy prison terms for 
the convicted criminal with low probabilities of apprehension and con- 

151 Sn td. at 166. 
152 P m w  h u  lrgued at iengtd U t  UI ethical system in wbieh "[tlhe only k h d  of prcfermcc 

U t  munb . . . h one th.1 ia backed up by money" is m appropriate and Qosirable nwmativc 
theory of law. Posner. (N/Uruimin, Econom/u, nndlgrr/ m l y .  8 1. L ~ O N  STUD. 103. 119 
(1979). 

Is3 R POSNER, mpru note 28. a 167. 
ls4 id. It should be noted in passing that thia mupportcd uacnion ia not the same u the 

milder one upon which Posner aaually rcliu. thal many oEenden an unable to pay pecuniary 
5 c s  equal to the economic dlmage u w e d  by their am.  

15s "Simcc water unnot be squeezed out o f a  stone. imbrisonment must mnlinue to be used for 
~ ~ . . - ~  ....... 

indigent oEenden, who predomrnate m bell  and in cnmu ofvtolena." i d .  at 169. But Posner's 
argument that nonpcuniuy aanalons bave In fact been evolved M a r u p l u c  to this problem of 
indigency requires the further demonatration that crimu punishable by impriaonmsnt (or tonure) 
have n/ulys becn generally ihe province of the impecuniow, t proposition which he neither states 
nor p m v u  Moreover, there appun to be no mom in ihu rndysia for the observation that man" 
pcraons who could indeed dIod the requisite finn arc acnt to-priaon ncvenheluc. 

76:l (1981) Criminal Process 

viction."ts6 Posner is apparently untroubled by the disproportionality 
; of the penalties he would thus prescribe but, like "[m]edieval thinkers 

[who] were worried about this pr0blem,"15~ he is concerned about the 
existence of an upper bound to the practical severity of punishment: 

: "But if there is an upper bound . I. . , then crimes of different gravity 
may carry an equivalent penalty, and this could lead to inefficient re- 

; 3 sult~.""~ 

) Had Posner's discussion of the criminal process ended here, his 
readers might be excused for thinking that he had conceded the posi- 

;. tive weakness of his position and thus intended his analysis to be taken 
$ as nonnative. But his subsequent discussion of organizational form in 
F the civil and criminal processes demonstrates otherwise,t59 because his 
5 attempt to explain the observed reliance upon private enforcement in 

the civil case and public prosecution in the criminal one is explicitly 
. based upon the assumption that criminal punishments are in fact 

probability scaled for purposes of systemic efficiency. 
Once again, a distinction between crimes and civil wrongs that is 

grounded in the existence of moral cost would provide a simple but 
satisfying rationale for this structural ~ a r i a t i o n . 1 ~ ~  In the case of torts 
and breaches of contract, for example, the external effects involved are 
all but exclusively economic in nature and concentrated upon a single 
direct cost bearer. This generally allows the full extent of cost imposed 
to be ascertained despite the expense of litigation through individual 

L,,sujts brought by private, self-interested plaintiffs. But the disperson of 
moral costs over a multiplicity of cost bearers forces the criminal pro- 
cess toward a different mode of organization. While the aggregate 

: moral cost of a given offense may be substantial, the cost borne by sin- 
gle indirect victims is generally too small to induce the large number of 
individually costly private suits which would be necessary for reason- 

: ably complete cost internalization. Public enforcement in this situation 
r is thus very much in the nature of a class action and, as we have seen, 

the punishment imposed upon convicted offenders is chaiacteristically 
a public good which serves as a kind of restitution to the large class of r. , . 

.; mojal cost bearers.l6I 
But here too, analysis of this sort is not open to Posner. Instead, he 

examines an alternative to public organization in the criminal process 
in which the police and public prosecutor are replaced by private "en- 
forcement firms," bounty hunters who would undertake to capture of- 

156 Id. at 170. b 

157 Id. at 171. 
158 i d .  i 
159 The arguments discussed lo thia p i n t  appear in a chapter entitled 71ic Criminal SancIion 

and CCriinolLow, id. at 163-78. The procedural kuca, however, arc treated later, id. at 4 1 - 7 4 ,  
160 Adelstein, Moral Ccsts o/Cr/me, mpra note 7, at 241-42. 
161 See text accompanying notm 49-52 supro. 
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making it available to the purchaser. Subject to individual income con- 
straints, potential buyers bear the final responsibility for deciding 
whether or not the good is to be transferred to them, and determine for 
themselves whether their taking of the good would provide personal 
profit or satisfaction greater than the full cost of production as reflected 
in the purchase price. The essential element of this decentralized-allo- 
cational mechanism is the purchase price, which serves simultanebsly 
as an instrument of "deterrence" and "retribution." Those to whom 
transfer of the good is inefficient in this sense are discouraged b) the 
requirement of payment from taking ownership of it; indeed, where all 
potential buyers are deterred in this way, production of the good b u s t  
be reorganized so as to consume fewer resources or be abandoned'alto- 
gether.-~ut those professing willingness to make good the res, urce 
costs imposed by their enjoyment of ownership are in fact requir 3 d to 
satisfy the claims to restitution of those who bear the costs. Exactimn of 
the purchase price from these buyers is both a guarantee of the .effi- 
ciency of the transfer and a means by which each participant in the 
production process is eventually compensated in full for the costs suf- 
fered in contributing to it. 

It is precisely this principle of simultaneous deterrence and retri- 
bution which characterizes the resolution of externality relationships in 
the criminal process, which seeks to reconcile the satisfactions of crimi- 
nal behavior with the widely dispersed material and psychic injury that 
such activity inflicts. This reconciliation is effected through the exac- 
tion of a punishment price in each case meant to reflect the full extent 
of cost associated with the act involved. The application of a cost-pro- 
portioned sanction thus completes a multilateral transaction initiated 
by the offender's imposition of economic and moral cost upon a large 
group of cost bearers, including the members of society at large as well 
as the immediate victim of the act.tb7 Like its market analogue, this 
mechanism places the ultimate responsibility for distinguishing efficient 
from inefficient cost imposition on the offender, the potential "pur- 
chaser" of the criminal entitlement, who is the only reliable judge of 
the satisfaction to be derived from the act and whose decision can be 
based upon the cost information encoded in the punishment price at- 
tached to the contemplated behavior. Where the costs imposed exceed 
the satisfaction of the act, the price serves to deter the inefficient trans- 
fer of the entitlement to the offender. But when the offender believes 
otherwise, that judgment of efficiency is tested by the public exaction of 
a price which, as I have argued, produces retributive value generally 
sufficient to compensate moral cost bearers "in kind" for the injuries 
they have > 

167 See text accompanying notcr 42-52 m p ~ ~ ? .  I 
l68 As 1 have noted elsewhere. the COmp~nJ~IDfy rspscl.5 ofthe criminal proceu %em prim'hrily 

directed toward the elements of moral cost, and thus largely toward the class of indirect vickimr, 

The wide incidence of costs over a multiplicity of cost hearers is a 
characreristic of criminal ;icti\,ily which is shared by ordinary economic 
consumption. The con~ributions of vast numbers of people separated 
by great distances are required to produce each orange or automobile 
and direct i t  to the consumer. Nevertheless, if property rights are suffi- 
cient to ensure (hat all transactions are made voluntarily and the goods 
involved have essential qualities that are independent of the identities 
of particular buyers or sellers. eficient allocation of these resources can 
generally be achieved in free markets with competitive prices; this is 
the "marvel" of market coordination to which 1 have already al- 
1 ~ d e d . t ~ ~  

B u t  these favorable conditions for market organization do not ex- 
ist in the case of criminal cost imposition. The nature of criminal enti- 
tlements is highly individualized and sensitive to the conditions under 
which they are transferred: the identities of offender and direct victim 
and the circumstances of the offense are variables which largely deter- 
mine the actual costs imposed by specific kinds of behavior. Moreover. 
although each of us  is aware ol'tht: general existence of crime and con- 
duct our daily lives so as lo expose ourselves continually to the small 
risk of victimization. pnrriciparion of the direct victim in  the criminal 
trnnsac~ion at the nionicnt i t  occurs can hardly be deemed voluntary. 
While neither of these conditions alone is sufficient to frustrate market 
organi~ation,~'" their concurrent existence, together with the dispersion 
of moral costs, presents an all but insuperable barrier to the develop- 
ment of markets in criminal activity. 

This failure of markets to organize the eficient transfer of criminal 
entitlements requires that task to be achieved, if at all, by alternative 
and endemically less efficacious allocptional devices. Although in the 

~ ~ _ _ 
although the actual punishmen! irnpcrscd upon 88 gtven otTcndcr may also reflect the economic cost 
borne by the direct victim and thus fu l l  imern;~lization o i l hc  external cfects invalvcd might oc- 
cur. Wherc r criminal act imposes ruhslnntittl physical ur cfonomic injury,  a private causc of 
action in tort is generally created at  (he  same time. B u t  these claims must bc pursued separately 
from the criminal proceedings. and the cos:s involved i n  such actions make them a practical rarity. 
As a result, while the otTender may be forced through the punishment price to bear the full costs of 
the illegal act. the element oicconomic cost borne by direct victims may remain uncompensaled 
without ail1 lurther instimtiunal arrangements to rffccl recovery. In the United States, this prob- 
lem has been approached in recent ycars by the  enactment of "victim compensarion" insurance 
~chemcs administcrcd by thc state. S<~genero/l,. Adelstein. NrgoiiilredGGui/!~ Plea. mpro now 8. 
at 792 n.29. - 

'" "c, text accompanyinp n ~ r l e  30.r!,;,r~,, , 
: 

170 In the limiting case i n  w h x h  cortr are perfectly individualized but only two parties are 
involved in the cxlernalily rsl;ttionahip. a r ~ l o i t ~ ~ d n  of bilateral monopoly erirts and an efficient 
solution is generally pusr~hle thn?opl> frcc h;irg;rin~ng. With respect to involuntary transactions. 
while i t  is clear that few workers u.ould zluL.rpt ernploymen! a( any price which woold lead irnmc- 
dirtely 19 certain death or rcrtauz 8,yury. p<ll~ccmen. lircmcn, construction workers. miners. and 
many others voluntarily consent to s small but rtgnificant probability oldcath or !"jury on lhejob 
every day, a risk for which a d j u s t m c n ~ s  in the  wage rate provide compensation. 
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perspective. As I have shown, the neoclassical approach often can only 
postulate .the costs attendant to a certain course of conduct; indecd, 
from that perspective some costs--especially moral ones-are function- 
ally excluded. 

If such a framework is to have any empirical content at all, the 
scope and generality of the fundamental proposition must be limited by 
some funher set of particulars. More precisely, these "primary hypoth- 
eses" must specify the nature of the costs involved in the exchange pro- 
cess in greater detail and thereby exclude some logically possible 
characterizations of them from consideration. Only when the funda- 
mental proposition has been supplemented in this way can empirically 
meaningful "secondary hypotheses" be formulated on the basis of it 
and confronted directly with evidence which might refute them. More- 
over, like the fundamental proposition itself, the set of primary hypoth- 
eses generally cannot be evaluated by direct observation; the empirical 
value of a given primary hypothesis is tested solely by its "subjective" 
appeal to the intuition and the "objective" correspondence between the 
secondary hypotheses which flow from it and observed phenomena in 
the system under investigation. The process of hypothesis generation 
in ihe institutional framework is thus necessarily comprised of three 
steps: the postulation of the fundamental proposition, the amplificarion 
of this proposition by primary hypotheses motivated by intuition or in- 
trospection but not subjeqt to immediate empirical evaluation, and bnly 
then the development of secondary hypotheses which are tested dirtctly 
against observation. ,,. 

Two now familiar examples will serve to illustrate this proce+ure. 
In the first case, we begin with the fundamental proposition of Rrice 
exaction and add the primary hypothesis that the costs imposed by 
criminal behavior, as opposed to that which is merely tonious, codtain 
both a widely dispersed moral element and an economic compodent 
largely concentrated upon the direct victim of the act. While this dis- 
tinction between crimes and torts may well be an appealing one, it 
seems clear that it is ultimately an intuitive definition which cannot be 
"proved" independently pf argument within the price exaction frame- 
work itself. But as 1 have shown, this primary hypothesis allows us to 
explain,173 on the basis of the fundamental proposition, both the ob- 
served differences in the structure of the civil and criminal p r ~ c e s s e s l ~ ~  
and the persistence of traditional modes of inficting visible suffering 

173 With Hayek and Karl Popper, I assume hen the spirtcmological equivalence of the con- 
ccpts of prcdiaian and explanation (or "rctrcdiclion"), which "Ue merely two apcCU Ofthe same 
process when, in the fin1 instance, known ruks are used to derive from the known faas what will 
hllnw umn them. while in the -nd instance these rules are urcd to derive from the known facts .=-- ~~~ . 
what prcccdcd them." F. HAYEK, Degrns of Expla~fion, svpm nolc 126, at 9 n.4. 

174 See text accompanying notes 160 & 161 supra 
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which continue to characterize criminal punishment.175 If we adopt the 
further (and again untestable) primary hypothesis that the costs associ- 
ated with illegal behavior are highly individualized and sensitive to the 
specific circumstances of the offense, we can foresee the inability of ex 
ante pricing of criminal entitlements to reflect their true value with ac- 
ceptable accuracy and the developyent of pricing procedures which do 
not fix the precise punishment until the offense has been committed can 
be expected. Where this individualization becomes highly refined, the 
resultant informatlonsl paradox will necessitate some amelinratinn nf 

- .---- ----------..-A. -. 
purely expos/focto pricing so that potential offenders are given an 
opportunity to evaluate the efficiency of their contemplated cost impo- 
sition before they act.176 

In both these cases, the qualification of the fundamental proposi- 
tion by the primary hypotheses enables identification of specific ways 
in which environmental conditions might frustrate the operation of the 
criminal process as an exchange mechanism, and we can therefore an- 
ticipate some structural response to the organizational failure. But the 
essentially qualitative nature of the phenomena encompassed by the 
sec~ndary hypotheses clearly robs the "predictions" involved of mathe- 
matical precision. For any given source of organizational failure, there 
will generally exist a range of qualitatively different responses, all of 
which might adequately speak to the problem in practice. Informa- 
tional paradox, for instance, might alternatively be addressed by legis- 
latively defined sentencing standards applied at the judicial stage, by 
mandatory sentencing statutes, by procedures of appellate sentencing 
review, or by some combination of these deviccs.177 The secondary hy- 
pothesis that individuals seeking efficient exchange within the criminal 
process will direct the process toward some structural response to the 
paradox does not single out any feasibje adaptation as "optimal" or 
require a particular one to dominate or persist indefinitely. 

But even though the range of phenomena consistent with a given 
secondary hypothesis may be wide, it is never infinite, and the frame- 
work retains significant empirical value because there are clearly con- 
ceivable phenomena which lie outside the range of admissibility and 
whose existence, therefore, could be used to refute the secondary hy- 
po thes i~ . l~~  For example, since the free flow of cost and price informa- 

See tell accompanying notcs 49-52 ~upro. 
See text accompanying notcs 10 81 I I mpro. 

177 An example oftht way in which qualitatively dilferenr procedures might all provide a satis- 
factory responw to the informational paradox is offered by the Supreme Coun's approval of ihc 
similar but not identical capital sentencing procedurps of Florida. Georgia, and Texas in Proffill v. 
Florida, 428 U.S. 242 (1976), Gregg v. Georgia. 428:Ll.S. I53 (1976), and Iurek v. Texas, 428 U.S. 
262 0976). Moreover. diRcrcnt structural rcsponr may be more or less efficacious depending 
upon the nalure ofthe oKenses (and ofenderr) invlved. Both these issues are disc"& in Adel- 
skin, Inf~~mafiona/Parad~x, mpra note 9. at 291-96. 

CJ. .F. HAYEK. Degrce~ O/Ey/onalio~n. wpm note 126. at 8-16. 
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more than one such explanatory framework, only the subjective plausi- 
bility of the undemonstrable fundamental propositions and primary 
hypotheses involved, their correspondence with one's own personal ex- 
perience and interpretive intuition, can support an intellectual commit- 
ment to one or the other. 

Indeed, much of my earlier criticism of the Becker and Posner:per- 
spectives on the criminal process can be understood in just this way. 
To take but one example, recall Posner's discussion of the relative 
severities of observed penalties for premeditated murder and inipas- 
sioned h0micide.18~ To-his fundamental postulate that the criminal 
process is organized so as to achieve systemically efficient resource pllo- 
cation through the device of probability scaled punishments, Posner 
adds the primary hypothesis that the probability that cold-blobded 
murderers will be apprehended and convicted is systematically smaller 
than that for impassioned killers. From these two untestable assertions 
follows the third, that the penalty for premeditated murder must be 
greater so that the expected punishments in the two cases will be the 
same. Here, as elsewhere, my criticism was not that Posner was logi- 
cally "wrong" but rather that, relative to the alternative institutional 
explanation of this same observation, the fundamental proposition and 
primary hypothesis required to support his argument simply did not 
seem plausible.l83 This is particularly true for Posner's fundamental 
proposition, where the absence of any mechanism through which such 
systemic efficiency doctrines could historically have evolved or pres- 
ently be implemented in so complex a system, the existence of explicitly 
contrary but unexplained nonns of criminal justice, and the total sup- 
pression of moral elements demand suspensions of disbelief too great 
for the explanatory power it returns. But the nature of the epistemol- 
ogy required by the institutional and neoclassical explanatory 
frameworks forces the issue to this inherently subjective debating 
ground, where neither paradigm is likely to prevail quickly or com- 
pletely. 

These issues are complicated still further when the phenomena 
under scrutidy are the inherently qualitative outcomes of an evolution- 
ary process. As I have argued in the case of the criminal process, the 
continuous variability of rules and procedures which do not yield to 

$82 Sec tcrt accompanying notes 144 dr 145 mpm. 
183 Thc cffcctivc displacement within the ncodassicbl framework of cardinal ( i ,e ,  numerically 

measurable) utility functions by preference orderings which did not require the quantification of 
ulility war achieved on just there grounds. Ewnomira had long been uncomfortable with the 
artificiality of the assumption of cardinal utility which lay at the base of demand theory, and when 
it was shown that the pr~ncipai result of that theory, thc downward sloping demand cum< could 
be derived from an ordinal notion of utility which appeared intuitively more plausible as a dcpic- 
tion of the actual process of choice. thc cardinality assumplion was largely abandoned. '+or an 
interesting discussion of this episode in the hinory of ewnomic thought, see M. BLAUG. ECO- 
NOMK THEORY IN RETROSPECT 543-74 (3d ed. 1978). 

I,. 

quantification and the nonoptimizing character of the process which 
generates them severely constrain our ability to "predict" or explain 
their evolution with mathematical precision. At best, we can outline a 
general set of properties which characterize adequate structural re- 
sponses to a given environmental condition, qualities which might be 
shared by a broad range of specific evolved forms. 

But beyond this, such qualitative argument inescapably involves a 
series of subjective interpretations and verbal descriptions on the part 
of the analyst, an element of particular sensitivity in comparative stud- 
ies of evolutionary development. At the outset, of course, the evolving 
exchange mechanism itself must be isolated and identified clearly. This 
delineation of theoretical boundaries need not correspond to other, 
more common or generally perceived definitions of the institutions 
under consideration; what must be captured is the complex of social 
arrangements which serve to structure individual incentives regarding 
cost-imposing behavior through the device of effective sanctions. In 
some societies, for example, or in a given society observed over a long 
period of time, the mechanism that I have termed the "criminal pro- 
cess" may well be manifested beyond the explicit borders of formal 
criminal law and procedure. I t  may include elements not only of the 
civil law (should such a clear distinction exist) but also of religious in- 
stitutions and other informal but respected codes of conduct and sanc- 
tioning mechanisms. Moreover, once the system itself has been 
demarcated, the nature of its evolutionary development must be anicu- 
lated in sufficient detail to permit the formulation of unambiguous hy- 
potheses and the organization of empirical observation to evaluate 
them. The way in which problemsl:are posed by changes in the ex- 
change environment, the precise nature of the dysfunctions that result, 
and the means by which structural variation is generated within the 
exchange mechanism must be made explicit so as to indicate clearly 
just what kinds of phenomena the observer ought to be looking for and 
how he or she will be able to recognize them once they are encoun- 
tered. 

2. The Santobello Observation .--Certainly, the interpretive role 
required of both theorist and observer in such an endeavor and the 
close relationship between description and analysis it creates counsel 
circumspection and sensitivity throughout the analytic process. But 
these concerns become most problematic at the very end of the process, 
when for reasons of theory the observer is called upon to recognize 
particular structural phenomena which result from individual behavior 
within a social system "for what they are" (or, more precisely, "by what 
they do") even though the participants themselves may view the causes 
and consequences of their own actions very differently. This question 
of "latency" in individual behavior takes on special significance in the 
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damentally unfair to him as an individual, and despite its allusions to 
arguments of policy, this is precisely what the Court held. Now it can 
well be argued that where, as in Santobe//o, a panicular rule or proce- 
dure can be rationalized independently of any constitutional claims 
which might be raised in its support, the adoption of policy on these 
grounds is to be preferred in that it avoids the adjudication of constitu- 
tional questions.lg3 Yet it is clear nonetheless that many such rules also 
remedy widely perceived inequities; the Court does little violence to 
well established moral sensibilities in asserting that the state's treat- 
ment of Santobello was unfair. 

The observation that rules which serve to maintain or enhance the 
ability of a given allocational mechanism to organize efficient exchange 
in particular environments may also reflect broadly shared values of 
fairness (which we shall call the "San/obe/lo observation") becomes es- 
pecially significant in the evolutionary perspective of institutional in- 
quiry. In the first instance, it suggests that the persistence and 
generality of specific normative principles of fairness or due process 
may be related to the role they play in facilitating the individual search 
for mutually beneficial exchange which lies at the center of the institu- 
tional framework. Santobello is by no means the only example j the 
American criminal process of this compatibility of pervasive social 
norms with a propensity of individuals toward efficient exchange. ,En- 
vironments characterizedby moral effects which may vary widely from 
case to case and which in~lude  a clear element of coercion in the initial 
imposition of costs demand a great deal of organizational arrangedents 
directed toward the completion of efficient transactions. Price exaction 
in such an environment requires the simultaneous pursuit of propor- 
tionality and individualization in the fixing of punishment, goals tradi- 
tionally seen as distinct and often ~onf l i c t ing . '~~  Prices must. be 
sensitive both to the extent of cost associated with particular acts an'(i to 
the potentially substantial variance among ostensibly similar cases. 
Moreover, given the absence of competitive forces from this environ- 
ment, the problem of "fair notice" assumes great importance; some 
means must be established by which price information essential to the 
identification of efficient transactions can effectively be communicated 
ex ante to offenders. 

But the Supreme Coun has in fact evolved constitutionally based 
rules and procedures which address each of these organizational re- 
quirements, and in each case has done so by identifying the normative 
grounds for its decisions with what it perceives to be deeply rooted val- 
ues of criminal justice. The virtually universal norm of proportionality, 
though fully elevated to constitutional dimension through the eighth 

193 A similar point is made with respect to the imposition of sentencing standards in Adelstein. 
Injormorional Paradox, mpra note 9. at 181. 296 n.78. 

194 See, r g .  H. HART, supra note 98. at 24-25. 164-66. 

amendment only recently in Coker v. C e ~ r g i a , ' ~ ~  has been recognized 
by the Coun for decades as a basic principle of equity in criminal sen- 
t e n ~ i n g . ' ~ ~  The interrelated ideal of individualization is articulated in 
equally fundamental terms. Thus,. in Pennsylvania v. A~she, '~'  holding 
the equal protection clause to be cgnsistent with the imposition of dif- 
ferent sentences for statutorily identical offenses, the Coun stated: 

For the determination of sentences, justice generally requires considera- 
tion of more than the panicular acts by which the crime was committed 
and that there be taken into account the circumstances of the oKense to- 
gether with the character and propensities of the oKender.198 

The transmission of price information to potential offenders has been 
treated similarly. The threshold problem of entitlement placement- 
the distinction between legal and illegal cost imposition-has long been 
at the core of the vagueness doctrine: 

That the terms of a penal statute creating a new offense must be suffi- 
ciently explicit to inform those who are subject to it  what conduct on their 
pan will render them liable to its penalties is a well-recognized require- 
ment, consonant alike with ordinary notiqns of fair play and the settled 
rules of law; and a statute which either forbids or requires the doing of an 
act in terms as vague that men of common intelligence must necessarily 
guess at its meaning and differ as to its application violates the first essen- 
tial of due process of law.199 

But as the perception of the costs imposed by specific offenders in par- 
ticular circumstances has become increasingly refined,2" the resultant 
individualization of sentences has created the further problem of fair 
notice expressed in the informational paradox. As I elsewhere have 
argued at length, tile Court's requirement of capital sentencing stan- 
dards in the normative context of the eighth amendment speaks di- 
rectly and with striking explicitness to this environmental obstacle to 

19' 433 U.S. 584 (1977) (by implication). Set text accompanying nates 98-1 13 mpro. 
196 Wriling for the majority in Weems v. United States. 217 U.S. 349, 366-67 (1910), Justice 

McKenna stated: 
Such [disproponionalel nalties for such orensea amue thox who have formed their con- 
ception ol.the relation OK slate to even iu orending citizens from the practice of the Ameri- 
can commonwealths. and believe that it is a p r w p l  of justice that punishment for crime 
should bs graduated and proponioncd to offen=. 
197 302 U.S. 51 (1937). 
198 Id. a1 55. Seealso Lockeu v. Ohio. 438 US. 586.602 (1978) ("[Tlhc concept ofindividual- 

ized senlcncing in criminal cases generally, although not constitutionally required, has long been 
aocspted in this country."); Bums v. United States. 287 US. 216. 220 (1932); Moore v. Missouri. 
159 U.S. 673 (1895). 

199 ComaUy v. General Constr. Co.. 269 u.s.~ 385, 391 (1926). Scc 01~0 Lanzcua v. New 
Jersey. 306 U.S. 451. 453 (1939). 

2Co q, Williams v. New York. 337 U.S. 241,24348 (1949) ('The belief no longer prevails that 
every olfenrc in a like legal caugory calls lor an identical punishmenl without regard lo the past 
life and habits of a panicular offender . . . . Today's philosophy of individualizing sentences 
makes sharp dislinclions for example between first and repeated offenders.") (foolnore omitted). 
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who comprise them. What is needed to break this circle is some ana- 
logue to the biological process of natural selection, a mechanism attrib- 
utable solely to the behavior and intentions of individuah which is 
sensitive to the environment within which the system exists and which 
propels the generation of adaptive structural change in res&nse to 
shifts in environmental conditions. 

'I 
In the criminal process, as I have suggested,Zm this evoldtionary 

mechanism is a complex of legislative and judicial institutions directed 
toward the resolution of individual externality relationships through 
price exaction, severely constrained by the impactedness of necessary 
information and the strictly bounded rationality of its actors. Struc- 
tural change at the margin is most often precipitated by individbal liti- 
gants whose claims of unfair treatment can, in their essentials, be 
interpreted as identifying sources of organizational failure in the price 
exaction process that are due either to specific conditions in the ex- 
change environment or to systematic error in the evaluation of panicu- 
lar costs. In cases they deem appropriate, appellate courts fashion 
remedies of general application to the problem at hand from among the 
limited set of alternati~es presented to them, thereby adapting the allo- 
cational mechanism as a whole to whatever informational or environ- 
mental condition motivated the litigation. And the dynamic which 
energizes this entire process of structural adaptation is the postulated 
search for mutually beneficial exchange, a fundamental constitutent of 
individua/ behavior which extends well beyond those particular envi- 
ronments well-suited to market organization and which, in the institu- 
tional perspective, is the rnison d'erre for the criminal process itself. 

None of this represents a revolutionary innovation in economic. 
thought. One need only look to Adam Smith for an expression not just 
of this underlying behavioral postulate but, much more strikingly, of 
the adaptive and evolutionary view of social organization based upon 
this behavioral assumption.zo7 A universal and distinctively human 
"propensity to truck, barter, and exchangeW2O8 was, for Smith, the indi- 
vidual purpose which lay at the source of market organization itself 
and the social division of labor which derives from it. The vast and 

206 Set text accompanyulg nolcs 21-26 & 166-72 mprd. 
207 Indeed, the cvolulionary ideas of Smith and othen of the Scottish schoal appear to havc 

been reflected in the thought of Charles Darwin. See. t.g., F. HAYEK, The Lcgo/ondPo/itico/ 
Phi/orophy of David /fume, in STUDIES IN PHILOSOPHY. POLITICS. A N D  ECONOMICS 106, 119 
(1967). On the prtcursurs of Darwin gcncrally, see lhc exccllen1 colleclion FORERUNNERS OF 

DARWIN: 1745-1159 (B. Glass, 0. Tcmkin & W. Slraus. Jr, eds. 1959). 
Smith explained: 

Whelher this propenslly be o i c  of those original principles in human nature, of which no 
funhcr account can be given: or whether, as seems more probable, it be the necessary Gnse. 
qucnce of the facullics of reason and speech, it belongs no1 to our present subjeet to in ire 
I1 is common to all mcn, and lo be Found in no other rau. of animals, which seem lo Go; 
neither lhis nor any other species of contracts. 

A. SMITH. supra note 3, a1 13. 

' immensely complex network of interrelationships which comprise the ! market evolves not as a product of conscious design but as a "spontane- 
[ ous order7'2Q9 neither foreseen nor intended by any of its individual 

participants. The specific qualitative form of market institutions, more- 
!, over, is sensitive to the environmental conditions within which ex- 
:. change must be carried out. Thus, "the division of labor is limited by 
i the extent of the market"; factors of population density and topography 
/ are principal determinants of the degree and kind of specialization 
[ which characterizes particular 
2 Most interesting, however, is the dynamic component of Smith's 
j analysis. His discussion of the origin and development of money, for 

example, is a detai!ed evolutionary argument solidly grounded in the 
functional aspects of currency as a market-based medium of ex- 
change.2" The replacement of baner, first by commodity money, then 
by raw metals, and finally by public coinage is explained in terms of 
the successive improvements in physical convenience and transferabil- 
ity, measurability and standardization, and the reduction of uncertainty 
offered by each of these qualitative changes. It is the individual pro- 
pensity toward exchange which Smith explicitly saw as calling forth 
these institutional adaptations in increasingly complex trading environ- 
ments, and had he written 200 years Later, it seems clear that Smith 
would have understood the subsequent development of commercial pa- 
per, negotiable instruments, and "electronic balances" in precisely the 
same way. 

Against this background, the framework developed here adds but 
two elements. The first-a broad functional analysis of the criminal 
process as an imperfect institutiona1,;response to the failure of markets 
to organize individually efficient .transactions in criminal entitle- 
ments-results from the simple extension of the postulated propensity 
toward exchange to environments hostile to market organization. Be- 
yond this, the possibility of a limited but fruitful analogy to the process 
of natural selection enables us to specify a plausible mechanism which 
can account for adaptive structural change in this system without resort 
to final causes or systemic purposes. In the final pans of this essay, I 
examine some of the problems associated with these two elements, and 
conclude with a bricf discussion of the framework's promise as a theo- 
retical basis for comparative studies in criminal law and procedure. 

209 This phrase is HayeKr. See F. HAYEK. Note, on the Evoiufion o/Sysfems o/Rules of Con- 
duct, in ~ S U D I E S  IN PHILOSOPHY. POLITICS. A ~ D  ECONOMICS 66. 74 (1967). 
210 A. SMITH, mpro note 3. at 17.21 (Book I. ch. 111: "That the Division of Labor is Limited by 

the Extent of the Markel"). 
211 Id. at 22.29 (Book I ,  ch. IV: "Of lhc Origin and Use of Money"). For two more modern 

cxporilions of these same ideas. one historical and one mathemalical. see J .  HICKS. A T t i ~ o n u  OF 

ECONOM~C H~STORY 63-68 (1969); Jones. Thc Origin ond Deve/opment o/Mrdio of Exchangt. 84 1. 
POL. ECON. 757 (1976). 



coordinated can be formulated solely in terms of the behavior of indi- 
viduals. Only when such explanations require the ascription of purpo- 
sive behavior to social entities or systems themselves, rather than to 
individual actors alone, is their scientific validity called into question. 
But it is precisely this deficiency which some thoughtful critics claim is 
inherent in all of functional analysis. In their view, the defining feature 
of functional argument is its invocation of a systemic teleology; expla- 
nations of social phenomena or the dynamics of social systems which 
can successfully be grounded in the actions of individuals necessarily 
lose their functional character as a result.219 

This easy identification of functionalism with a teleological point 
of view is resisted by Carl Hempe1.220 Impressed by the extensive use 
of functionalism in evolutionary biology as well as the social and his- 
torical disciplines, Hempel offers a critical and closely circumscribed 
defense of its methodology. His purpose is to examine the logical struc- 
lure and empirical significance of functional analysis "by means of a 
confrontation with . , . the explanatory procedures used in the physical 
sciences."22] He does this by carefully decomposing what he perceives 
to be the common core of the functional method in a variety of disci- 
plines into a series of separable propositions, discussing the meaning 
and explanatory power of each in turn. Relative to the methodsvem- 
ployed in the physical sciences, Hempel ultimately finds functipnal 
analysis wanting, largely because of its inability to provide determinis- 
tic or statistical predictions about the qualitative phenomena p i t h  
which it is generally coficerned. But he also shows that, contrafy to 
claims of inherent tautology, proper functional argument does invoke 
general causal relationships222 and, most importantly, that its elehent 

- 
219 Thus, Anthony Giddcns erplalns. d 
Menon's diffcrcntiation of manifem and latent functions makes explicit an integral fcaturf of 
functionalist theory in the social sciences: that social institutions demonstraa a teleology 
which cannot be necessarily inferred from the purposes of thc actors involved in them. I n  
sociological functionalism, thir alwqyr depends ultimately upon the thesis, or the assumption, 
that there are "social needs" which have to be met for society to have a wntinuing cxistcnffi . . . . [But] social systems, unlike organisms, do not have any need or interest in their own 
survival, and the notion of "need.' is hlael applied if it is not acknowledged that systcm 
necds presuppose actors' wants :. . . But ifthere are no independent system needs. . . the 
notion of iuoction is superfluous. for the only teleology that has to bc involved is that of 
human actors themselves, togcficr with the recognition that their acts have WnSCqUenCCs 
orher than those lhcv intend. and that these consequences can involve homeostatic pr-sses. -...-. ~ ~~~-~ 

A. GIDDENS. m m  note IS. at 105, 110-1 1 (emphasis in original). Seealso A. RYAN. THE PHILOS- .~ - ~ -  , 
~ P H V  OF THE SOCIAL SCIENCES 112.96 (197oj. 

220 C. HEMPEL. note 205 morL?. - ~~- 

22' fd. at 297. 
222 Id,  at 298-303, 309. See olro R. BROWN. EXPLANATION IN SOC~AL SCIENCE 129-30 (1963). 

The ihrua ofthis wntroversy is readily illustraud. Let R k a procedure or organirational form 
within a panicular systcm, E its functional efect in the system (that is. the problem which R 
solves), and E the absence of E. The argument "E cauxs R" is properly questioned bscaux it 
locatu an effect at an ~ ~ i i e r  moment in time than its cause. But Hempel shows that functional 
argument which includes the essential element of a xlf-regulating mechanism in the systcm 

of self-regularton (or homeostasts can (indeed must) be based upon indi- 
vidual behavior and thus need not imply systemic purposes or the exisl- 
ence of final causes.xJ Pursued with care and discernment, he 
concludes, functional analysis can be a powerful mode of. scientific in- 
quiry, "illuminatlng, suggestive, and fiuitful in many contexts."224 
What makes Hempel's study of particular interest is that the logical 
structure of the functional method. he discusses is all but identical to 
that of the institutional analysis of the criminal process. His detailed 
consideration of this structure, as well as the shortcomings he identifies 
in it, can thus shed much light on the epistemological properties of the 
institutional framework and ensure that argument within i t  is con- 
ducted in a useful and scientifically acceptable way. 

1. Functionu/ Stafics: Slrurture und C/uriy in Funrtionu/ Argu- 
ment.-Proper functional argument must incorporate both a static de- 
piction of the system under consideration and an explicit dynamic 
which accounts for its ability (or failure) to adapt over time to changes 
in the circumstances of its existence.225 As Hempel makes clear, func- 
tional analysis in the social sciences has often foundered on the specifi- 
cation of this dynamic and the conditions under which it operates, and 
I shall presently examine this problem and the response of the institu- 
tional framework to i t  in some detail. But the static component has 
been a major source of difficulty as well, for Hempel shows that much 
of the explanatory power of a given functional argument turns on the 
clarity and precision of this aspect of the inquiry. At base, this static 
element amounts to a descriptive "snapshot" of the system at a moment 
in time during which it is adequately performing the social task 
ascribed to i t  by the analyst. Along with a clear definition of the system 
itself and its internal state at the moment in question, this requires a 
specification of the environmental conditions which surround it and a 
demonstration of the precise way in which a given institutional struc- 
ture or organizational form enables the system to continue its satisfac- 
tory performance of the social task. 

In general, this element of the argument fixes attention upon some 
persistent structural form or behavioral pattern i which occurs in the 
system s. The aim of the static analysis is then 

to show that s is a stale, or internal condition, Ci and in an environment 
representing certain external conditions C, such that under conditions C, 
and C, (jointly to be referred lo as c )  the trait i has effects which satisfy 
some "need" or "functional requirement" ofs, i.e., a condition n which is 

grounded in the actions of individuals avoids thir problem and is well framed in terms of general 
laws. Given this mechanism, the argument kcomcs "E motivates the creation o fR  by individuals 
within the sysum, and R produces E." 

223 C. HEMPEL. mprn note 205, at 319.29. 
224 Id. at 330. ! 
225 Scc text accompanyine notes 244 & 245 m/rd. 
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nizational forms upon an unwilling legislature through the adjudica- 
tion of individual cases. The British judiciary, in contrast, is entirely 
subordinate to the legislature in matters of law and procedure, and 
English courts have no authority to overturn an act of Parliament.229 
Though they exercise substantial discretion over the conduct and out- 
comes of individual cases, the common law prerogatives that the Brit- 
ish courts retain with respect to procedural issues in general are shwply 
circumscribed by statute and fully subject to revision by the legislat,ure. 
As a result, the principal source of procedural innovation in the British 
criminal process is not individual litigation directly, but legislative, en- 
actment informed (and often inspired) by governmental commissions 
of inquiry.230 While it is clear that the process of structural evo~utid* in 
both these cases is rooted in the behavior of individuals acting under 
conditions of severely bo~inded rationality, the precise mechanism5 in- 
volved differ in significant ways. Information regarding shifts in) the 
exchange environment is gathered, and alternative organizationa1,re- 
sponses to them proposed and implemented, by individuals occupymg 
different places in the system of exchange; the ability of these parties to 
perceive relevant costs or organizational effects may thus vary consid- 
erably. It is essential that institutional inquiry, particularly compara- 
tive studies, be sensitive rto variations of this kind, and that care be 
taken in each case to specify the mechanism which accounts for struc- 
tural change as precisely as possible. 

The limiting role of deep structures in the generation of variability 
is well illustrated by the problem of prosecutorial accountability. In 
principle, the degree of independent authority vested in the public 
prosecutor to decide which cases to pursue and how best to proceed 
with them is a primary structural distinction between the adversarial 
American criminal process and the "inquisitorial" or "mixed" systems 
of Western Europe. Substantial and largely unchecked prosecutonal 
discretion in these areas is a pervasive element of the American system, 
but continental law tends to favor a rule of compulsory prosecution 
(the "principle of legality") in cases of serious crime, monitored by a 
process of judicial review of decisions not to prosecute.231 Both of these 
systems, however, must somehow deal with the twin problems of select- 
ing which offenses to prosecute and how to prosecute them when the 

229 On the relationship between Parliament and the British judiciary in general, scc W. JEN- 
NINOS, THE LAW AND THE CONSTITUTION 137.92. 239-54 (5th ed. 1959). 

230 Though this is not the place far a detailed discussion of the mechanics of English criminal 
justice, two excellent overviews are found in R. IACKSOEI. ENFORCINO THE LAW (rev. t d .  1972), 
and P. DEVLIN, THE CRIM~NAL PROSECUTION lN ENOLAND (1960). 

231 see, rg.. the discussion of the German ~ega~irii'prinzip in I. ~ A N O B E I N , ' ~ ~ ~ ~  note 130, at 
87-89: Jescheck, The Di5~1eIiona1y Powers of rhr Pro~muring Allornry In West Germnny. 18 AM. J. 
COMP. L, 508,509 (1970). The mechanisms for enforcing compulsory prosecution in Germany are 
considered in J. LANOBEIN. mpm note 130, at ICC-05, and the joining at civil and criminal claims 
are discussed in id. at I I 1-15, ' j 

1 
'I 

available human and material resources are insufficient to provide 
every defendant w~th  a full criminal trial. The American response has 
been the controversial institution of plea bargaining, made possible by 
the freedom of prosecutors to adjust the charges against a particular 
defendant to correspond with the terms of a plea agreement. Indeed, 
attempts to incorporate rules of mandatory prosecution or sentenc- 
ing232 have most often failed precisely because they deny the judicial 
process its discretion to individualize the application of the criminal 
sanction. But on the European side, the legality principle forecloses 
this approach and requires that other avenues be explored. Still, conti- 
nental systems have developed organizational forms consistent with 
mandatory prosecution which address the problem of case selection in 
the face of limited re~ources.2~~ The observation that evolved re- 
sponses plainly directed toward similar ends must assume ostensibly 
very different forms in the American and European systems suggests 
the severity of the evolutionary constraint imposed by the deep institu- 
tional structure of the criminal process.234 

Atop these deep structures lies a sensitive and pliant "overlay," a 
fluid complex of specific outcomes and much less firmly rooted proce- 
dures and organizational arrangements within which the initial stages 
of the evolutionary dialogue between the criminal process and its envi- 
ronment are conducted. The characteris!ic flexibility of this overlay- 
its ability to respond relatively quickly even to small shifts in the ex- 
change environment-makes it the crucible in which alternative ap- 

232 See D. NEWMAN. Supra note 62. a1 53-56, 112-14 (suggesting that mandatory sentencing 
sututes lend lo increase the incidence of plea bargaining as prosecutorr adjust charges to avoid 
the mandate): Hcumann & Loftin. Mandato,y Senrencing and Abofition of Plea Borgoini~~~: The 
Michigan Felony Fi~eorm S~IYIE. 13 LAW & SOC'.Y REV. 393 (1979). In eaoital eases. mandatorv . . ~ . ~ ~ - - . ~  
sentencing statutes have been found unconstitutiot~al and "totally alien to our notions of criminal 
justice" insofar as they eliminate the possibility of individualized sentencing. Grcgg v. Georgia. 
428 U.S. 153. 200 n.50 (1976) (dircusaing proposal that prosecutors charge capital oKensea for all 
capital murders and refuse lo plea bargain): Woodson v. Nonh Carolina. 428 U.S. 280 11976). both 

, . . ~ ~  
disnssed in Adehtcin. ln/orm~rionol Porodox. rupm note 9. at 294-96. 

233 See. Lg.. J. LANOBEIN. supra note 130. at 92-100. 
234 q. the lively and inleresting rcccnt debate on these issues in Goldstein & Marcus. The Myh 

oj/udciul Supervision i- Thrrc "lngu~sitoriol"Sys~em~.) Franre, /lo/): ond Germany. 87 YALE L.J. 
240 (1977): Langbein % Weinrcb. Cunfinmtrrl CNminaIProrcdure: "~vrh"ondReo/;ty, 87 YALE 
L.J. 1549 (1978); Goldrtcin Marcus. Commen[on Continental Criminal Procedure. 87 YALE L.J. 
1570 (1978). Goldrtcin and Marcus argue generally that the erosion of the principk of compul. 
sory prosecution in recent years has been such that explicit parallels between American and conti- 
nental "bargaining" procedures are highly apposiu. "(The assumption) that because thcre is no 
cxplicit bargaining, face-to-face or otherwise, thcre are also no tradc-oKs and compromises . . . 
simply mistakes the surface, and the formal law. for the underlying reality." Id. at 1575. But 
Langbein and Weinreb maintain that the principle remaffls intact, and that formal procedures to 
allow for the ahernadvc dispsitlon of petty oKenser cannot usefully be seen as "bargaining" in 
the American sense. It is precisely this kind of comparative study for which the institutional 
analysis can be of grcntcst value. providing a theoretical framework for organizing the relevant 
obwrvations and ilselfoKering valuable insights into the i u u u  involved. 
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ety of ways whose efficaciousness depends directly upon the nature of 
the entitlement involved and the environmental conditions under 
which it is to be exchanged. Social mechanisms which cannot satisfac- 
torily organize exchange in particular environments will ultimately be 
rejected, and those which can do so will continually be modified as 
conditions change to preserve their ability to organize exchange, not by 
the operation of some final cause but by the purposive actions of indi- 
viduals seeking to complete efficient transactions. Thus, for example, 
in any such system it is essential that the impacted information regard- 
ing the costs associated with various activities be extracted so that effi- 
cient prices can be determined, and that these prices be effectively 
communicated ex ante to potential offenders. This, in Hempel's sense, 
is clearly a functional requirement of the exchange mechanism, but it 
manifestly is not a "purpose" of the system as such. It is instead a 
requirement which must be met by whatever mechanism individuals 
devise to organize the efficient transfer of entitlements, and established 
systems which fail to meet it must be altered by the actors to do so or be 
replaced by others which will ensure the transmission of this informa- 
tion if the individual purpose of exchange is to be achieved. 

But proper functional argument does no/ require that individual 
behavior be consciously intended to achieve the functional requirerpent 
in question. It is necessary only to show that where the functional re- 
quirement is in fact being met, its satisfaction results entirely from $di- 
vidual behaviorprompled by its absence, whatever the expressed intent 
or motivation of the actors involved. As my earlier discussions of both 
the Santobe/lo observation and the theory of general equilibrium 
clear, the purposive actions of individuals may well have functi t"' nal 
consequences unrecognized by them and not part of their conscious in- 
tent.*al In Sunfobello, a4 in the capital sentencing cases, the Co"rt's P explicit purpose was to rectify the injustices exposed by the cases be ore 
it and to prevent their recurrence, not to establish procedures which 
would fulfill the particular functional requirements of the criminal pro- 
cess identified by the institutional analysis. But the ruling had precisely 
this "unintended consequence," and a major contribution of institu- 
tional inquiry is its illumination of just these kinds of functional effects 
and the social relationships which give rise to them. 

'r 

2. Funcriona/ Dynamics; OJ'Se(f-Reguloion and the Posslbiliry o j  
Prediction.--Of perhaps greatest importance, however, is the intimate 
relationship between the notion of functional requirement and the es- 
sential dynamic element of proper functional argument. Hempel ar- 
gues persuasively that vagueness in the definition of functional 
requirements often leads to tautology or the misplaced incorporation 

241 It is this consideration which underlies Roben Menon's controversial distinction between 
"manifest" and "latent functions." criricoNy onolyird in A. OIDDENS, -pro note 15, at 106-09. 
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into positive analysis of a particular investigator's own normative judg- 
ments as to what constitutes a "proper" adjustment in a given social 
system. The concept of functional requirement can thus be given the 
requisite precision and empirical content only if it is explicitly defined 
in terms of some objectively discernable standard of adaptation. In a 
system s, 

the standard would be indicated by specifying a certain class or range H 
of possible states of s, [in which] r is to be considered as . . ."adjusting 
properly under changing conditions" just in cases remains in, or upon 
disturbance returns to, some stale with~n the range ofR. A need, or func- 
tional requirement, of system r relative to R is then a necessary condition 
fo: the system's remaining in, or returning to, a state in R; and the func- 
tion relative to R of an item i in s consists in i's effecting the satisfaction 
of some such functional requiremen1.~42 

But much more is implicit in this formulation than simply the 
clear statement of functional requirements. For while Necessity may 
indeed be the Mother of Invention, she herself cannot be seen as its 
cause; the satisfaction of functional requirements does not follow 
merely from the fact of their existence. Functional argument cannot be 
sustained without the further specification of an explicit dynamic, a 
mechanism grounded in the behavior of individuals which is able to 
sense that a particular functional requirement is not being met and 
then to initiate some structural adaptation within the system which can 
respond adequately to its absence. Hempel calls this essential specifica- 
tion a hypothesis of sey-regula~ion. "a general principle to the effect 
that, within certain limits of tolerance or adaptability, the system will- 
either invariably or with high probability-satisfy, by developing ap- 
propriate traits, the various functional requirements that may arise 
from changes in its internal state or its environment:'243 

[Only] if a precise hypothesis of self-regulation for systems of a specified 
kind is set fonh does it become possible to explain. and to predict categor- 
ically, the satisfaction of certain functional requirements simply on the 
basis of information concerning antecedent needs; and the hypothesis can 
then be objectively tested by an empirical check of its predictions. [Thus, 
if) functional analysis is to serve as a basis for . . . prediction . . . it is of 
crucial importance to establish appropriate hypotheses of self-regulation 

242 C. HEMPEL, mpra note 205, at 323. 

Id. a1 317. Hcmpcl explained further [hat 

Isluch a hypothesis would be to the cRec[ that within a specified range C of circumstances, a 
given system s . . . is self-regulating relative lo a spccificd range R of states: i.c.. that aner a 
disturbance which moves r into a stale outside R ,  but which dws no1 shin the internal and 
external circumstances ofr out of the specified rangc C,  the system r will return to a staa in 
R. A system satisfying a hypathcsis or this kind mrght be called rrl/-regu/oling with rcspec~ro 
R .  

Id at 324 (emphasis in original). 
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cumstances of the case which initiates the process will be, an inability 
which stems from the fundamentally subjective nature of the informa- 
tional paradox itself. Defmed in terms of the perceptions of individual 
offenders, the paradox becomes an "objective" problem for the crimi- 
nal process only when offenders are unable to elicit ex anre price infor- 
mation and a court agrees that the difficulty they face is general and 
serious, a sensing mechanism itself subject to the "error" introduced by 
conditions of bounded rationality. The equally subjective judgment of 
the external observer as to whether this particular functional require- 
ment is being met is thus not only rendered extremely difficult but, in 
an important sense, quite irrelevant. Certainly the epistemological 
rules which Hempel imposes upon the terms and structure of proper 
functional analysis are as fully valid and binding in this context as in 
all others. But one element of the objective definitional precision that 
he demands must be replaced by an irreducible kernel of uncertainty, 
for the ultimate specification of the range of "acceptable" states R re- 
mains an inherently subjective matter, inextricably bound up in the 
mechanism which senses and responds to departures from the accepta- 
ble range.246 

Yet even if it were possible to specify functional requirements with 
mathematical precision, a more fundamental source of indeterminacy 
in the institutional framework would persist. This is the problem of 
"functional alternatives" or "multiple solutions," which Hempel identi- 
fies as common to functional argument in both the social sciences and 
evolutionary biology.24' F3r any given source of organizational failure 
in the criminal process, there generally exists a potentially broad and 
not fully specifiable class of qualitatively different forms, each of which 
in principle represents a sufficient adaptive response to the problem at 
hand.Z48 The particular subset of organizational alternatives actually 
placed before a court by the process of litigation, and the remedy ulti- 
mately selected, depend in large measure both upon a precedential his- 
tory which varies considerably from system to system and upon the 
peculiar qualitative circumstances of the case at bar. These variables, 

246 ~n analogous argument can be made with respect to lhe institution of plea bargaining. 
initiated by the decisions of prosecutors canccrncd with the necessity that some a ~ a p l a b l c  propor- 
tion of the triable cases which reach them result in the imposition of some punishment price. C/. 
text accompanying notes 69-77 supro. Here. the precise detenninalion of this Critical proponion is 
Icfi cucntially lo the court-monitored subjective judgment of lhc proaccutor by lhe deep structural 
arrangcmcnt of the American criminal process, and the external obaerver is again faced with a 
basic inability to establish the value of this variable independently of the sySlCm'r self regulatory 
mechanism. The organizational arrangements and incentive structures which create lhis situation 
are di-cd in detail in Adelstein. Nepfiorcd Guilly Pi-. svpm note 8,  at 786.807, m d  Add- 
stein. llrc Plro Bnrrain m Theory: A Beh#viora/Modefo/ rhe Nego~ia~ed Gui/l,V Pleo, 44 S. ECON. 
,. 7"" ,., . -,. 

247 C. HEMPEL, =pro note 205. at 308-14. 
248 We have enmuntcred various aspeas of this problem before. See text accompanying poles 
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by their very nature, simply cannot be anticipated.249 The essentially 
nonoptimizing characrer of this process, the impossibility of completely 
specifying apr ior i  all the relevant conditions under which it operates, 
and the continuing power of the human imagination to create qualita- 
tively novel solutions even to familiar problems all combine to frustrate 
the prediction, whether deterministic or statistical, of the specific out- 
comes of. the evolutionary process. For Hempel, this limitation is an 
especially serious one, rendering the explanatory value of even the 
most carefully wrought functional analysis "precarious."2'~ 

But as Friedrich Hayek has vigorously argued,2st such a position 
seriously misperceives the nature of the evolutionary process and the 
human capacity to apprehend and model it. Hayek points to an impor- 
tant epistemological distinction between the recognition of patterns- 
regular recurrences of certain kinds or sequences of events in nature or 
social life-and the individual manifestations of these patterns in par- 
ticular environments of time, place, and circumstance. The construc- 
tion of theory consists entirely in the recognition and description of the 
patterns themselves, the clear articulation of those common properties 
in each set of recurrent events which give rise to the regularity ob- 
served. But theory becomes a predictive tool only when it is possible to 
apply it to a sufficient set of corresponding data, to ascribe values to 
each of the distinct elements within the theory which are required to 
specify the pattern itself. Our ability to determine precisely how the 
pattern will manifest itself within a given circumstantial environment 
thus depends directly upon how many of these individual particulars 
we are able to ascertain. 

Hayek uses this distinctior, between the recognition of patterns 
and the prediction of their manifestations to express a fundamental de- 
marcation between the physical sciences on the one hand and the life 
and social sciences on the other. The impressive predictive power of 
the physical sciences results from their concern with "simple phenom- 
ena," those in which "the minimum number of elements of which an 
instance of the pattern must consist in order to exhibit all the character- 

249 As HoLmes stated: 

Thc qrowth of lhc law is very apt to take place in this way. Two widely diKcrcnt cares suggest 
a general dislinction, which is a clcar onc when *laud broad1 But as new cases cluster . . around lhe opposite polcs, and k g i n  lo approach each other. t e d~sllnctton becomes more 
difficult lo trace; the dctcrminations are made one way or the other on a very slight prepon. 
derance of feeling, rather than of aniculale reason: and at last a mathematical h e  is arrived 
at by the contact o t  conlrary decisions, which is so far arbitrary that it might equally well 
have been drawn a little tanhcr to one side or to the other, but which must have k e n  drawn 
somcwhcrc in thc neighborhood of where it falls. 

0. HOLMES. THE COMMON L A W  101 (M. HOWC cd. 1963).: 

250 C. HEMPEL, supra note 205, at 314. 

251 F. HAYEK. The Thror),o/Complex Phenomena, in STUDIES IN PHILOSOPHY, POLITICS. APID 

ECONOMICS 22 (1967). 
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structural evolution in the criminal process does share with its biologi- 
cal counterpart four basic characteristics which combine in each case to 
impose strict constraints upon the theory's powers of generalization and 
prediction. First, the phenomena of interest are essentially qualitative, 
organizational forms which vary continuously and cannot adequately 
be specified by a vector of cardinal numbers. Moreover, the develop- 
ment of these forms is a process of hysteresis, in which the entirety of 
the system's past is encoded in its present and acts as an important 
determinant of its future. From these two elements springs the funda- 
mental uniqueness of evolving entities which makes simple generaliza- 
tions across them impossible. But even when our inquiry is confined to 
a single one of these "species," the inherent indeterminacy which suf- 
fuses both sides of the evolutionary dialogue frustrates the attempt to 
foresee the course of its development. Conditions of bounded rational- 
ity create for us an element of randomness in the generation of institu- 
tional variation much like that which dominates the process of genetic 
mutation. Finally, of course, we cannot predict evolutionary response 
without a specification of the stimulus, and the absence of a theory of 
environmental change in both the institutional and the biological cases 
makes the central determinant of evolutionary direction exogenous to 
the analysis. 

But because the institutional framework, like its biological 
analogue, incorporates a theory of structural change which avoids the 
ascription of final causes, it allows us to seek in 'careful comparative 
analysis both a means of empirical testing and a source of theoretical 
insight. I have begun in this essay to suggest how this comparative 
inquiry into systems of criminal price exaction might be conducted, 
what questions must be asked of each such criminal process, and what 
must be included in satisfactory answers to the inquiry. The vast po- 
tential of institutional analysis as a tool of legal scholarship is, I think, 
apparent. What may be less so is its power to redress a destructive 
imbalance between the two disciplines which has come to pervade the 
economic analysis of law. The increasingly sterile misapplication of 
neoclassical technique to what economists perceive the problems of law 
to be has begun to engender a well founded skepticism amongst law- 
yers as to the value and appropriateness of this analysis to their own 
discipline. 1 have tried to show here that legal scholarship has a vital 
contribution to make, not simply to the field of economics and law, but 
to the development of economic thought itself. But economists must 
first,free themselves from "the naive superstition that the world must be 
so organized that it is' possible by direct observation to discover simple 
regularities between all phenomena and that this is a necessary presup- 
position for the application of the scientific method."257 Perhaps, 

257 F. HAYEK. m p r ~  note 251. at 40. 
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through the richness and discernment that they can bring to the institu- 
tional framework, it will be the lawyers who demonstrate to economists 
that their inspiration must be drawn not from Newton, but from Dar- 
win. 


